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Loop Prediction and Homology Modeling with High Resolution
Tianchuan Xu
Three-dimensional(3D) structure of a protein is essential as the guidance of structure-based drug dis-
covery. To achieve robust homology modeling with atomic-level accuracy, reliable loop predictions are
required. Here, a novel hierarchical protocol of Protein Local Optimization Program (PLOP) is designed
to produce sub-2Å predictions on loop regions in homology modeling. Dramatic improvements in both
speed and accuracy have been realized with implementation of special-designed clustering and adaptive
loop closure algorithm. Four prediction rounds are designed for homology modeling as the high-level
protocol of PLOP, which allows latter rounds employ the educated guess of backbone atom positions
and hydrogen bonding information inherited from the previous rounds, contributing to additional pre-
diction accuracy. The success of PLOP has been demonstrated with four different data sets, mainly
concentrating on homology modeling of H3 loops of antibodies. GPU-accelerated sampling algorithm
and deep learning models are implemented, which are able to produce promising predictions as input
templates for PLOP in the context of homology modeling.
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This thesis describes the improvements of novel protocol and algorithms used in the Protein Local Op-
timization Program (PLOP), which aims at high resolution loop prediction and homology modeling. On
the order of 5◦ torsion resolution, PLOP provides the capability of making predictions with less than
1.5Å backbone RMSD in the context of crystal structures and homologous templates. At this RMSD,
one approaches the experimental limitations of a high-resolution crystal structure.
This thesis starts with a overview of computational methods used in protein structure prediction,
which reveals the necessity and rationale of designing a robust loop prediction algorithm. Detailed al-
gorithm of PLOP is presented in Chapter 3, which is used in both general loop prediction and homology
modeling. In addition, four prediction rounds, the high-level PLOP protocol designed for homology mod-
eling are described.
Chapter 4 discusses the performance of PLOP in predicting loops in inexact environments, where
the surrounding environment of the loop taken directly from a solved crystal structure is perturbed and
then used as input templates for PLOP. This test is intermediate between loop prediction with crystal
structure environment and homology modeling, and could demonstrate the upper-bound of homology
modeling performance of PLOP.
Chapter 5 then reports the performance of PLOP on homology modeling cases, targeting at
complementarity-determining region (CDR) H3 loops of antibodies, one of the most challenging ho-
mology modeling tasks. Two retrospective data sets are employed as evaluation, where PLOP produces
predictions with sub-1.5Å backbone RMSD for most of the cases. Additionally, the blinded prediction
results inAntibody H3 LoopModeling Challenge held in 2019 are presented. PLOP produces predictions
with 2.67Å backbone RMSD on average in homology modeling stage, lowest among all eight methods.
Chapter 6 discusses the current attempts and progress in further improving PLOPperformance. GPU
implementation in the side chain addition algorithm (Collaborating with Evan Arthur) and the following
fast backbone screening (Collaborating with Benjamin Kepecs) could reduce the computational cost
of PLOP by approximately 60 folds. Two deep learning models, dilated convolutional neural network
1
and seq2seq+attention model are implemented (Collaborating with Mengzhen Sun). By employing CA
distance map and loop primary sequence as input feature respectively, both models demonstrate their
capacity of producing promising predictions as the input template for PLOP.
2
Chapter 2
Overview of Methods for Protein
Structure Prediction
Here we review current methods used in loop predictions, including computational chemistry based
methods and machine learning based methods. Then we summarize methods used by the Protein
Local Optimization Program (PLOP), in conjunction with the energy and solvation models it employs.
2.1 Computational Chemistry Based Methods
Conceptually, the most intuitive method for loop prediction is running an all-atom molecular dynamics
simulation with favorable force field and explicit solvent model. However, affordable molecular dynamics
simulation highly relies on the quality of starting conformation due to the complexity of energy surface,
which is not guaranteed in homology modeling. Somemolecular dynamics based methods are designed
particularly for loop prediction tasks, such as replica-exchange molecular dynamics[93] and discrete
molecular dynamics[29], however, the resolution of their outputs is far from drug design requirement.
On the other hand, conformational searchmethods are used extensively, which can be further divided
into two main categories: ab initio methods and knowledge based methods. In general, conformational
search methods do not focusing on reproducing the conformational trajectory from starting template
to the final prediction. Instead, they search the entire phase space and choose many feasible con-
formations by adjusting bonds, angles and torsion angles, followed by energy minimization. Some ab
initio methods can make accurate predictions for short loops, such as LOOPY[103], MODELLER[37],
Sphinx[63] and QUARK[108]. The knowledge based methods use primary sequence alignment meth-
ods such as BLAST[4], HHMER[34] and HHblits[88] to choose a solved crystal structure from protein
database as the template[65, 90, 73].
Generally, the performance of conformational search methods depend on two aspects: (1) the quality
of energy functions, and (2) the efficiency of sampling algorithm that searches the entire protein confor-
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mational space. In section 2.3, we will present the models used as energy functions in PLOP. In Chapter
3, complete detail about the current sampling algorithm of PLOP is presented.
2.2 Machine Learning Methods
Machine learning methods have been used widely in bioinformatics. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
are used to predict protein secondary structure[34, 5], and major multi-sequence alignment tools are
based on HMM. With the assumption that the number of protein fold categories is limited, support vector
machines (SVMs), ensemble classifiers and random forest are used for protein folding recognition[28,
87, 85, 101]. While classification problems are solved with satisfactory, structural prediction remains as
a challenging task. Nguyen et al.[69] developed several deep learning models for loop prediction based
on convolutional neural network, residual neural network and generative-adversarial network (GAN).
An average of 3.1 backbone RMSD can be achieved using these models on The Critical Assessment
of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) 2014 data set. The recent work by Wang et al.[100] integrated
evolutionary coupling (EC) and sequence conservation information through two deep residual neural
networks, and has the capacity of predicting protein long range interactions, which is crucial for loop
prediction. AlphaFold[81], a neural network based model developed by Google DeepMind, placed first
in the Free Modeling category at CASP 13. Despite the progress of loop prediction using machine
learning methods, there are still some remaining challenges. First, most of the methods highly depend
on the results of multiple sequence alignments and protein profiles. In other words, success of such
methods cannot be expected if the protein database does not have a solved protein structure with high
sequence similarity compared to the target protein. Second, while the secondary structures can be
predicted with accuracy of 2-3Åbackbone RMSD, the loop regions are hard to predict.
2.3 Energy Function Models in PLOP
In general, energy functionmodels used in conformational searchmethods are two parts: solvent models
and force fields. Intuitively, explicit solvent models can characterize the interactions between proteins
and solvent molecules the best. However, once such explicit representation is applied, it is too expensive
to rearrange all the solvent molecules to accompany every feasible conformational change in the phase
space. The alternative is continuum solvation models, of which two are commonly used that have the
capability of providing sufficient accuracy: the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)[22, 70, 97] and Generalized
Born (GB)[9, 30, 91] equations. In terms of force fields, common force fields for proteins are used widely,
including OPLS[48], AMBER[19], CHARMM[16, 15], etc. The current PLOP implements VSGB2.1 as
its continuum solvation model, and OPLS3 as its force field, which are particularly parameterized to
reproduce experimental crystallographic protein structure data. The general function form of OPLS
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All the parameters in the function are fit to experimental or quantum chemical data obtained from Jaguar,
using localized MP2 methodology. Compared to the older versions OPLS2005 and OPLS2.1, OPLS3
retains the protein partial charges and van der Waals parameters, and established major modifications
in the torsional parameters[43]. General backbone torsions except glycine and proline are fit according
to alanine dipeptide QM energy data, including 2391 conformations, of which the results are shown in
Table 2.1. Glycine/proline backbone torsions are fit based on 703 glycine/proline dipeptide conforma-
tions. These reference conformations have better coverage of phi/psi phase space, than the reference
conformations used in previous versions.
Fragment OPLS2.1 (kcal/mol) OPLS3 (kcal/mol)
Ala2 1.3 0.97
Ala4 4.0 1.8
Table 2.1: General Residue Backbone Conformational Energy RMS Errors with Respect to QM1
[43]
Side chain torsions are mainly fit according to chi1 and chi2 dipeptide torsion scans, with the back-
bone (φ, ψ) in either alpha or beta backbone state. RMS errors comparisons between OPLS3 and
OPLS2.1 are shown in Table 2.2, using quantum chemical benchmark data as reference.
Backbone conformation OPLS2.1 (kcal/mol) OPLS3 (kcal/mol)
Alpha 1.7 1.4
Beta 1.9 1.2
Table 2.2: Side Chain Conformational Energy RMS Errors with Respect to QM1
Additionally, OPLS3 force field is capable of predicting protein-ligand binding affinities to high accu-
racy, which is crucial when the loop of interest is in the binding site. In summary, OPLS3 is a state of
the art force field that plays a reliable role in PLOP loop prediction.
1Adapted with permission from Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation. Copyright(2016) American Chemistry Society.
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In terms of continuum solvation model, Miller showed VSGB2.0 has generically better performance
than VSGB1.0 in the crystal structure environment[38]. For loops of which lengths vary from 14 to 20
residues, results based on VSGB2.0 have 0.69 backbone RMSD on average, while results based on
VSGB1.0 have 1.89 medium backbone RMSD.
VSGB2.0 VSGB1.0










% of Cases with
RMSD < 2Å
14 36 0.51 1.67 100.0 1.19 2.51 91.7
15 30 0.63 1.85 100.0 1.55 3.07 73.3
16 14 0.70 1.85 100.0 1.43 3.20 78.6
17 9 0.62 1.84 100.0 2.30 4.25 66.7
18 16 0.80 1.78 100.0 4.18 5.59 37.5
19 7 1.41 3.46 100.0 2.65 3.87 57.1
20 3 1.59 2.88 100.0 1.89 3.37 73.0
All 115 0.69 1.91 100.0 1.89 3.37 73.0
Table 2.3: Result Comparison between VSGB2.0 and VSGB1.0. The backbone RMSDs listed in
the table include only the C and N atoms tracing the protein backbone. The side chain RMSDs
consider all heavy atoms of the side chains.2
Regarding side chain reconstruction, a test set of high-resolution crystal structures with feasible
electron density was selected, and single side chain prediction was performed. The results are presented
in Table 2.4, showing a stable improvement of VSGB2.0 model in predicting side chains accurately.
Residue # of cases VSGB2.0(OPLS) VSGB1.0(OPLS)
Arg 144 84.0% 82.6%
Asn 252 91.7% 88.5%
Asp 293 94.9% 92.5%
Cys 92 100.0% 100.0%
Gln 159 83.2% 77.6%
Glu 151 86.2% 84.9%
His 83 95.2% 91.6%
Lys 121 90.1% 88.4%
Thr 316 94.3% 92.6%
Tyr 404 99.1% 98.6%
Ser 221 88.0% 86.1%
All 2236 91.6% 89.6%
Table 2.4: Results of single side chain prediction for polar and charged protein residue side
chains. The percentage refers to the fraction of successful predictions within 1.5Å RMSD com-
pared with the native conformation.2
Besides these two main parts of energy models, some modifications and corrections are made to
better fit protein specific properties. A variable dielectric approach is used to treat polarization of protein
2Adapted with permission from Current Opinion in Structural Biology. Copyright(2013) Elsevier Ltd..
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side chains. The protonation states of titratable residues are determined based on the Independent
Cluster Decomposition Algorithm of Li et al.[60]. Corrections for better depiction of π − π interactions,
self-contact interactions and hydrophobic interactions are added[59].
In summary, the OPLS3 force field together with VSGB2.0 deliver state of the art performance in
protein structural predictions in the crystal structure environment, for relatively large protein regions(up
to 25-30 residues). For homology modeling problems, however, the entire protein environment presents
deviation from the native coordinates, and the phase space of protein regions is much larger than that
in the crystal structure environment. Hence, a novel and efficient sampling algorithm, the Protein Lo-
cal Optimization Program (PLOP), is needed to yield accurate and reliable predictions, which will be
discussed in great detail in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Methodology of Protein Local
Optimization Program
After the overview of energy functions used by the Protein Local Optimization Program in the previous
chapter, its sampling algorithm is presented in detail in this chapter, including five major stages in current
sampling algorithm, namely preprocess stage, buildup stage, loop closure stage ,and side chain addi-
tion/minimization stage. Specific modifications used in further refinements for homology modeling are
described, such as alpha/beta carbon constraints and hydrogen bond pattern reservation. The maturity
of the Protein Local Optimization Program is proved with the results presented in Chapter 3,4 and 5.
3.1 Introduction
Loop/polypeptide prediction in the context of crystal structure environment has been studied for decades.
Back in 1970, Go and Scheraga[41] proved cyclic tri- and tetra-peptides with planar trans-peptide units
with Pauling-Corey bond lengths and angles are geometrically forbidden, by predicting the structures of
these peptide fragments up to six rotatable torsions. This mathematical method was further improved 21
years later by Palmer and Scheraga[72], considering different bond lengths and angles during sampling.
However, such analytical methods are restricted to predict six torsion angles. If one wants to predict
larger fragments, additional torsions need to be set as a priori, which involves combinatorial explosion.
In 1986, a systematic conformational search algorithm considering combinatorial problem was car-
ried out[67]. This algorithm obtains acceptable torsions from Ramachandran plot, followed by the em-
ployment of primitive screening and scoring functions. Advanced sampling rules and scoring functions
were implemented in CONGEN[17, 10], which uses dihedral angle buildup procedure as the primary
method of generating loop conformations for energetic scoring. In 2003, DePristo et al.[26] and de
Bakker et al.[24] employed the AMBER force field and Generalized Born solvation model for energetic
scoring, with dihedral angle buildup procedure as well. Like those methods mentioned above, our work
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implements dihedral angle buildup procedure, with the capability of addressing its exponential scaling
problem.
The first work of the Protein Local Optimization Program was developed by Jacobson et al.[47],
aiming at loop predictions in the crystal structure environment. In this work, a hierarchical refinement
strategy is implemented, of which predictions with various values of the overlap factor(ofac) are initiated.
Later work of Kai et al.[112] adds fix-n stage as refinement. In fix-n stage, first n residues near termini
are fixed on their given conformations, while the remaining shorter fragment is the target. Miller[66]
significantly improved the algorithm for long loops with embedded secondary structure. Our intention
of this historical review is to highlight the origins of the Protein Local Optimization Program and its
distinctions among previous techniques.
Homology modeling on the other hand, refers to rebuilding the target protein from its primary se-
quence and solved protein crystal structures (templates) that share relatively high sequence identity
with the target. In the context of loop prediction, homology modeling refers to reconstructing the loop
region of the target protein, while the remaining structure is inherited from the templates with minor
modifications.
To the best of our knowledge, despite the success in loop predictions with the crystal structure en-
vironment, homology modeling for loop regions with near-atomic accuracy remains challenging, as the
phase space is much harder to sample sufficiently than the previous scenario. Moreover, energetic scor-
ing needs to be accurate enough in the context of inaccurate environment. To address such challenges,
new protocol of PLOP is specially designed for homology modeling, with novel functions and algorithms
implemented.
As shown in Figure 3.1, current version of the Protein Local Optimization Program contains five
stages: 1) preprocess stage, 2) half-loop buildup stage, 3) loop closure stage, 4) side chain addition
and minimization stage, and 5) advanced refinement stage.
The brief description of the protocol is described as follows. The preprocess stage consists of three
major tasks: 1. Find homologous templates of the target from protein database, and prepare the initial
conformation as input structure for buildup stage; 2. Create a Grid file that stores the interactions be-
tween all possible poses of the target loop and the surrounding environment; 3. Generate a surrounding
side chain list for side chain addition and minimization stage. In the half-loop buildup stage, the target
loop of input structure from the preprocess stage is divided into two halves: forward half and reverse
half, which are built independently. The residues are added to existing loop fragment sequentially, fol-
lowed by energetic scoring ranking and clustering. After generating the collections of acceptable forward
and reverse half-loops, the loop closure stage enumerates all acceptable closed pairs. After clustering
and ranking by another set of algorithms, the representatives are delivered to the side chain addition
and minimization stage. In the side chain addition and minimization stage, a highly detailed rotamer
library of 10◦ resolution is employed, established by Xiang et al.[103]. All side chains in the surrounding
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Figure 3.1: PLOP protocol flowchart
side chain list are placed randomly onto the backbone conformation of the representative first, and each
side chain is optimized based on side chain scoring function, with the others fixed. The optimization
process is in the iterative fashion, until no side chain adopts new rotamer configuration. After achieving
convergence of side chain addition, minimization is performed on the loop, including all side chains in
its surrounding side chain list. To seek high resolution predictions in homology modeling, the advanced
refinement stage is carried out. Top (i.e., lowest energy) loops after minimization are employed as new
input structure for the entire protocol, with multiple constraints such as Cα Cartesian constraints and
generic hydrogen bond pattern constraints, which are learnt from the previous prediction process.
Detail of all stages is presented in the following sections, with PDB 4KQ4 H3 loop homology modeling
task for illustration, where PDB 4KQ4 is from anti-IL-17A antibody family.
3.2 Preprocess Stage
The function of the proprocess stage is threefold: 1) generating feasible input structure for the half-loop
buildup stage, 2) creating surrounding side chain list for the side chain addition and minimization stage,
and 3) facilitating calculations of interactions between the target loop and its surrounding environment
by generating a Grid file. The whole preprocess stage takes approximately 30 minutes for a 15-residue
loop, on a single 2.66GHz Intel Xeon X5355 core.
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3.2.1 Homologous Template Selection
A hybrid approach that involves BLOSUM-based sequence alignment and stem geometry is imple-
mented to generate input structures for PLOP. The BLOSUM(Blocks Substitution Matrix) matrix, first
described and implemented by Henikoff et al.[46], is a type of matrices used to score sequence simi-
larity between protein sequences, based on local alignments. Each entry of the BLOSUM matrix is the
score for an amino acid pair in the local alignments, given as




where i, j are amino acid type indices (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 20), qij and eij are observed probability and ex-
pected probability of amino acid pair (i, j) in the BLOCKS database. The BLOSUM matrices vary in
their sequence identity cutoffs. Here we choose BLOSUM62 matrix, which averages the contributions
of sequence segment groups that share more than 62% of sequence identity. All the templates with high
BLOSUM62 scores are further filtered based on the geometry of stem residues, referring to the adjacent
residues in the N and C termini of the loop. The stem residue geometry is defined as distance, angles
and torsions with respect to Cα and C atoms in the C- terminal stem residue, andN and Cα atoms in the
N- terminal stem residue. A weighted score is calculated based on the scores of BLOSUM matrix and
stem residue geometry. Based on the weighted score, one or more template structures are chosen as
the input for half-loop buildup stage. A list of homologous templates for H3 loop of 4KQ4 is generated,
using BLAST search algorithm, BLOSUM62 matrix and NCBI Protein Database.
ID Identities Positives Gaps Experiment Resolution (Å)
3MXV_H 89% 92% 4% XRD 1.9
4KUZ_H 86% 90% 1% XRD 2.7
4F33_B 83% 88% 0% XRD 1.75
5FB8_B 81% 88% 1% XRD 2.07
6FAX_H 82% 86% 1% XRD 2.99
3BKY_H 81% 87% 2% XRD 2.61
. . . . . .
1FL6_H 70% 79% 4% XRD 2.8
. . . . . .
Table 3.1: Homologous templates for H3 loop of 4KQ4 based on BLAST search algorithm
Although H chain of 1FL6 is not the preferred homologous template regarding BLAST search re-
sults (Table 2.4), it attains the highest score for its stem geometry, which promotes it as the selected
homologous template.
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3.2.2 Surrounding Side Chain List Generation
In the work of Jacobson et al.[47], side chains were considered during the buildup stage, and many
screens were added for better pruning. Sellers et al.[84] created an option to disable surrounding side
chain sampling during the buildup stage, and the surrounding side chains along with the loop were op-
timized later on simultaneously. However, clear criteria were not established regarding the selection of
the surrounding side chains. Here, we perform a fast loop backbone sampling that produces a mini-
mum of 50 conformations of the loop. All residues within the proximity of 7.5Å of these conformations
are included in the surrounding side chain list, and their side chains will be sampled during the side
chain addition and minimization stage. Depending on the relative position of the loop in the protein/com-
plex, 60-120 side chains are expected in the surrounding side chain list. For 4KQ4, 62 side chains are
included.
3.2.3 Grid Generation
For a loop of 12 residue in length, two 6-residue half-loops are built independently during half-loop
buildup stage. The backbone dihedral library at 5◦ resolution that PLOP employs contains 747 torsion
choices for Gly, 215 for Pro and 866 for the remaining amino acids[47]. Approximately 1012 different
backbone conformations are generated and screened during the buildup stage of a 6-residue half-loop.
The interactions between these backbone conformations and the surrounding environment need to be
calculated explicitly, increasing the computational cost drastically, while many of them are identical. To
avoid such redundancy in computation, all possible interactions between feasible loop backbone con-
formations and the surrounding environment are pre-calculated and store in a Grid file, which functions
as a lookup table during the half-loop buildup stage. The Grid file is generated in the following steps:
1. Choose a feasible exploratory radius that includes all possible loop backbone conformations.
2. Set up parameters such as Grid resolution, spherical resolution, and accepted hydrogen bond
angle range/distance.
3. For every grid point, sample over all orientations for all possible amino acid types(included in the
target loop), together with backbone carbonyl group and amino group.
In other words, all positions and orientations of possible amino acids, CO and NH groups in the dis-
cretized space are sampled, and the interactions, including hydrophobic, van der Waals and hydrogen
bonding, between them and the surrounding environment, are recorded in Grid. Here, the hydropho-
bic scoring function is adapted from protein-ligand docking algorithm, which aims at reproduce binding
affinity in the protein binding site[110, 59]. For H3 loop of 4KQ4, 20Åexploratory radius is sufficient. As
described above, the Grid is generated approximately in 30 minutes, which results in a 30-fold reduction
in the cost if these interactions are calculated on the fly during buildup stage. Additionally, Grid helps
when check the hydrogen bond partners, as it stores the hydrogen bond atom indices.
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3.3 Half-loop Buildup Stage
Similar with the previous work by Bruccoleri et al.[17] and Jacobson et al.[47], the buildup stage performs
backbone dihedral angle buildup procedure, where each residue is added sequentially based on its
backbone dihedral library. As stated by Bruccoleri and Karplus, the running time of this procedure is
O(CN ), where C is the number of backbone torsion choices and N is the loop length. Thus special
effort needs to be made for the dimension reduction of the sample space, where diverse screening
checks and special-designed clustering algorithm are promising. Here for simplicity, only < φ,ψ > pair
is sampled, while ω torsion is fixed to be 180◦, as cis conformation with ω around 0◦ is rare in natural
proteins. Discretized in 5◦ resolution, theoretical total amount of backbone < φ,ψ > pair has 722 ≈ 5000
different states. The amount is primitively filtered down to 747 for glycine, 215 for proline and 866 for
the others based on Ramachandran plot. The entire half-loop buildup process is as follows:
1. Residue-wise addition. Residues are added to the loop stem sequentially, of which possible tor-
sions are further screened by miscellaneous checks.
2. Energetic scoring. A special-designed scoring function is employed to rank the accepted confor-
mations.
3. Clustering and promotion. A hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied, and final selection is de-
livered to the buildup step of next residue, until reaching the midpoint Cα.
3.3.1 Screening Checks During Buildup
There are four types of screening checks during the half-loop buildup stage:
(1) Steric checks. This type of checks is based on Cartesian coordinates and relative atomic dis-
tances. For instance, Grid clash check rejects those with clash flags in Grid file. Intra-loop clash check
prevents the loop growing into its stem, or the putative region of the other half. Leading residue check
rejects those conformations with infeasible orientation and position of current building residue. Disulfide
bond check secures those disulfide bonds formed between cystine, if optional argument is passed to
PLOP.
(2) Empirical checks. Two major types of empirical checks are performed: rotamer frequency score
(RFS) and CO-CB-NH pairwise check. RFS, a set of expanded rotamer libraries of < φ1, ψ1, φ2, ψ2 >
of neighboring residues, was first introduced by Miller[66], inspired by the idea of Ramanchandran plot.
For a given dipeptide, a penalty is executed when the Euclidean distance between its four-torsion com-
bination and nearest one in the specific RFS library exceeds the limit. RFS has been extensively check
during the development of PLOP recently, and proved to refine the results of buildup stage systemat-
ically. In principle, larger expansion of the rotamer frequency can be checked, however, the space to
save the rotamer libraries increases exponentially(≈20n) with the number of < φ,ψ > pairs. RFS li-
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braries is approximately 50 megabytes(MB) in size, and a set of three-pair rotamer frequency libraries
needs 1 gigabytes(GB). This is still affordable, yet not necessary unless results of higher resolution are
required.
The other type of empirical checks is CO-CB-NH pairwise check. Strictly speaking, it is a distance
cutoff check that learns the cutoff from mining the protein database, including CB-CO check, CB-NH
check, CO-CO check and NH-NH check. Three variables are considered for the check: 1) loop opposing
residue type, 2) distance between loop stem residue and the target residue pair, and 3) number of
surrounding backbone hydrogen bonds. Loop opposing residues are divided into 10 groups: 1) aromatic,
2) negatively charged, 3) positively charged, 4) nonpolar, 5) polar, 6) serine and threonine, 7) cysteine,
8) hisidine, 9) proline and 10) alanine. Regarding distance between loop stem residues and the residue
pair, three categories are abstracted:
1. Both residues are at most four residues away from either loop stem residue.
2. One residue is at most four residues away from either loop stem residue.
3. Neither residue is at most four residues away from either loop stem residue.
All backbone hydrogen bonds within spanning region of seven bonds of the carbonyl oxygen in the
target residue pair are considered as surrounding backbone hydrogen bonds, as shown in Figure 3.2.
The starting carbonyl group is not considered to form surrounding backbone hydrogen bonds, and the
interactions to the N- and C- termini are reported as having zero hydrogen bonds. This is intended
as hydrogen bonds to the backbone of these terminal residues are not considered reliable due to the
presence of capping groups on the backbones. The distance cutoff increases when more surrounding
backbone hydrogen bonds form, since stable backbone interactions provide additional tolerance of minor
unfavorable close contact. Pairwise cutoffs are generated based on these criteria, using RCSB PDB
(March 2016) as database.
Figure 3.2: Alanine chain demonstration of surrounding backbone hydrogen bond region for CB-
CO-NH pairwise check. We only consider n+2(NH), n+1(NH,CO), n(NH) and n-1(NH,CO) as
putative backbone hydrogen bond groups in the seven-bond range.
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Figure 3.3: Demonstration of CO-CB check between Ser103 and Leu46 in 4KQ4 case. O-CB
distance is 6.6Å, which is larger than the cutoff.
Here we take CB-CO check between Ser103 in the loop, and Leu46 in the surrounding environment
of 4KQ4 case for illustration (Figure 3.3). Ser103 is in target H3 loop, and Leu46 as a surrounding
residue, is in chain L. Ser103 is within four-residue region of C- terminal stem residue, as the H3 loop
starts from Ala97 to Tyr106. A total of 2 backbone hydrogen bonds form within seven-bond region.
Based on the empirical nonpolar CB-CO cutoffs we generateTable 3.2, the O-CB distance between
Ser103 and Leu46 (6.6Å) is larger than the cutoff 5.15Å, therefore acceptable. In Table 3.2, monotonic
decrease of distance cutoff is observed when the number of backbone hydrogen bonds increases, as
stable secondary structures offers additional tolerance to minor unfavorable close contact.
(3) Diversity checks. Inferiority check and space-partition check function as the filters of similar loops
in the sense of previously built loop base and current building residue.
(4) Optional checks. In the refinement round of predictions, additional constraints are learnt from
previous rounds, e.g. generic hydrogen bond pattern and Cα constraints. These constraints are added
in the half-loop buildup stage in the refinement. The other user-defined constraints are also available,
e.g. forbidden secondary structure check and putative hydrogen bond check.
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Table 3.2: O-Cβ distance cutoff learnt from protein database. Three distance types are described
above in detail. The number of backbone hydrogen bonds counts for those within 7-bond range.
3.3.2 Energetic Scoring During Half-loop Buildup
The half-loop buildup stage of PLOP does not perform sampling over side chains. Consequently, it lacks
the information for an all-atom energetic scoring function. Therefore, the task at handmoves to designing
a novel scoring function concentrating on the backbone atoms. Four major interactions are considered:
(1) Van der Waals interactions, (2) hydrophobic interactions, (3) hydrogen bonding interactions, and (4)
Coulomb interaction between charged groups. Van der Waals interactions are represented by modified
Lennard-Jones term
EL−J = 4εij(σ12ij /r12ij − σ6ij/r6ij)]fij
where coefficients εij and σij are adapted from the original work of OPLS force field[48]. fij is the scaling
coefficient when the atom pairs are separated by three bonds or less. The contribution of backbone
hydrogen bonds depends on its amount, regardless of the residue type. To best depict the hydrophobic
interactions particularly between side chains, Cβ is abstracted as the coarse-grained representation
of the side chain. When considering side chain hydrophobic interactions between two residues, four
aspects are considered:
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1. Distance between Cβ atoms dCβ1−Cβ2 .
2. Donor bond angle ∠donor, defined as vector angle between
#                      »
Cβ1 − Cα1 and
#                      »
Cβ1 − Cα2.
3. Acceptor bond angle ∠acceptor, defined as vector angle between
#                      »
Cβ1 − Cα1 and
#                      »
Cβ2 − Cα2.
4. Residue pair type. For instance, phenylalanine pair is expected to have longer range of side chain
interaction, compared with alanine pair.
Finally, the Cβ-hydrophobic interaction is described as follows:
ECβ−hydrophobic = f(dCβ1−Cβ2 ,∠donor,∠acceptor, res_type)
The energetic scoring terms are factored for all residues according to Table 3.3.
Residue VDW coefficient Hydrophobic coefficient hydrogen bond coefficient
Alanine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Arginine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Asparagine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Aspartate 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Cysteine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Glutamine 0.0 0.0 -5.0
Glutamate 0.0 0.0 -5.0
Glycine 0.0 0.0 -5.0
Isoleucine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Leucine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Lysine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Methionine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Phenylalanine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Proline 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Serine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Threonine 1.0 0.0 -5.0
Tryptophan 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Tyrosine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Valine 1.0 1.0 -5.0
Table 3.3: Coefficient of energetic scoring terms during half-loop buildup stage
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3.3.3 Hierarchical Clustering and Promotion
Suppose the target loop has 13 residues, it is bisected as two 6-residue half-loops (i.e. forward and
reverse half-loops), each of which is the independent building target in the half-loop buildup stage. Based
on the 5◦ resolution backbone dihedral library, there are 215, 747 and 866 < φ,ψ > pairs available for
proline, glycine and all other residues respectively. After further screening described in the previous
section, approximately 200 < φ,ψ > pairs survive. Hence the amount of accepted half-loops increases
exponentially as the length increases, which is computationally expensive. To address this sampling







Figure 3.4: Flow chart of supercell clustering algorithm
The entire sample space is first divided into 3Å× 3Å×3Å cubes (i.e. supercells), of which the center
is the supercell contains the Cα atom of current building residue (i.e. leading residue) from the template
structure (Figure 3.5). Each half-loop is designated to one supercell based on the Cartesian coordinates
of its Cα atom of leading residue during screening checks. The clustering and promotion inside each
supercell are performed independently with given promotion weight assignment. In the original round,
due to the uncertainty of template quality, a uniform promotion weight is set for all supercells, regardless
of their distance to the central supercell. In the refinement round, the promotion weight of one super-
cell depends on its relative distance to the central supercell (Figure 3.6), as the template structure for
refinement is the best (i.e. lowest energy) loop from original round and its following iteration-100 round,
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which is well grounded in its Cα positions.
Figure 3.5: Illustration of supercell partition of the sample space. The blue line is the abstraction
of Cα chain of template half-loop, from the starting residue to the leading residue. The middle
supercell with red highlight is the central supercell, containing the Cα atom of the leading residue.
Only the neighboring supercells of the central supercell are shown here.
Figure 3.6: Default weight assignment in refinement round of prediction. The blue line is the
abstraction of Cα chain of template half-loop, from the starting residue to the leading residue.
The middle supercell with red highlight is the central supercell, containing the Cα atom of the
leading residue. Only the neighboring supercells of the central supercell are shown here.
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Spacial orientation clustering is conducted according to the orientation of Cα − Cβ bond of the built
loop fragment, especially that of the leading residue. Another level of clustering is following, based on
the Cartesian coordinates of backbone atoms in the leading residue, including Cβ . Two more levels of
clustering are performed sequentially after the leading residue clustering, according to the Cα atoms
and non-Cα backbone atoms respectively. After the hierarchical clustering, all the candidate half-loops
are ranked by the energetic scoring terms described in the previous section, and a maximum amount of
half-loops are promoted to the buildup stage of next residue, which is 106 by default.
3.4 Loop Closure Stage
By default, a maximum of 106 forward and reverse half-loops are generated after the half-loop buildup
stage, respectively. The loop closure stage efficiently screens all feasible half-loop pairs, and selects




Full loop energetic scoring
Hydrogen bonding clustering
Figure 3.7: Flow chart of the loop closure stage
3.4.1 Cα Cell-list Initialization
The forward (reverse) half-loops include the N, Cα (C, Cα) atoms, instead of the complete information of
the midpoint residue, due to the implementation of backbone dihedral angle during the half-loop buildup
stage. Since the forward half-loops and reverse half-loops are constructed independently, whether one
particular forward and reverse half-loop pair have feasible midpoint Cα distance is used as the very first
criterion for checking if the pair should be accepted.
Cell list is a type of pre-calculated data structures that efficiently find atom pairs within a given cutoff
distance. Assume there are N particles in the sample space. Instead of O(N2) if computing all pairwise
distances naively, one can obtain a better computational cost of O(N) using cell list, based on the
assumption particles are not concentrated in the sample space. Allen et al. showed one can reduce
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spurious computations by setting the cell edge length smaller than the distance cutoff[1]. Gonnet et
al.[42] showed the performance of cell list can be further improved if one sort the particles along the line
that connects the cell centers. In the work presented here, we implements the similar ideas to facilitate
the computations.
In Cα cell-list initialization, the Cα atoms of forward half-loops are employed to generate the Cα cell-
list if the amount of forward half-loops is less than that of reverse half-loops, and vice versa. Then the
candidate half-loops of the other part are checked if they are capable of forming any feasible closed
loop one at a time, according to adaptive closure screening checks. The computational cost of cell-list
initialization is on the order of 10 seconds.
3.4.2 Adaptive Closure Screening Checks
To filter forward-reverse half-loop pairs, six major screening checks are performed sequentially in the
adaptive closure screening checks, with adaptive cutoffs during the whole process. The screening
checks are ordered to maximize the screening efficiency. As shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.8, Cα
distance check is the fastest screening check and rejects 66.9% unfeasible half-loop pairs, while intra-
loop clash check is computationally expensive. An apparent caveat is that the total amount of rejections
is on the order of 109 − 1010, thus a small rejection percentage represents numerous rejections.
1. Cα distance check. This check utilizes the Cα cell-list generated in the previous step. The starting
distance cutoff between Cα atoms in forward and reverse half-loops is set to be 0.5Å.
2. Midpoint residue angle check. For any forward-reverse half-loop pair, Cartesian coordinates of the
midpoint Cα is averaged over those of both half-loops. The angle θ = ∠N − Cα − C is checked,
given the ideal value 111.1◦ and the initial cutoff 40.0◦.
3. Midpoint backbone torsion check. Similar to the previous check, < φ,ψ > pair of the midpoint
residue is checked according to the 5◦ resolution backbone torsion library described previously,
using the average Cα Cartesian coordinates. < φ,ψ > pair is accepted if the occurrence of <
φ± c, ψ ± c > pairs in the library is larger than the lower limit, where the initial cutoff c is set to be
50◦.
4. intra-loop clash check. During the half-loop buildup stage, forward and reverse half-loops are built
independently, with limited information about the existence of the other side. Thus, intensive intra-
loop clash check is required. Intra-loop backbone atom pairs including Cβ are checked with the
implementation of the term overlap factor (ofac)[47]. The ofac is the ratio of the actual distance
between two atoms to the sum of their atomic radii. Larger the ofac is assigned, higher the overlap
between the van derWaals radii is tolerated. Here, the ofac is assigned as 0.7, which only tolerates
minor steric clashes between atoms.
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5. Rotamer frequency score (RFS) check. Suppose the midpoint residue is nth residue,
< ψn−1, φn−1, ψn, φn > and < ψn, φn, ψn+1, φn+1 > are checked based on RFS libraries. The
forward-reverse half-loop pair is discarded if either four-torsion array is new to the libraries.
6. Cβ clash checks. Four major Cβ clash checks are conducted here: CB-CB, CB-NH and CB-CO,
and additional CO-CO. Three variables are considered in all four clash checks: 1) loop opposing
residue type, 2) distance between loop stem residue and the target residue pair, and 3) number of
surrounding backbone hydrogen bonds. The details is described in section 3.3.1.
7. Backbone hydrogen bond pattern check. This check is employed in the refinement round, where
educated guess of backbone hydrogen bond pattern is obtained from original round and its follow-
ing iteration-100 round.
All the cutoffs in the adaptive closure screening checks are adjusted automatically during the process,
based on the screening performance of each check, in conjunction with the overall performance. When
the cutoffs are adapted, fresh adaptive closure screening checks are initialized, inheriting partial results
of previous closure screening checks. Hence, redundant calculations are discarded, resulting in cheaper
computational cost. A typical adaptive closure screening check stage is on the order of 3 hours on a
single 2.66GHz Intel Xeon X5355 core.
Figure 3.8: Rejection percentage of each screening checks. The pie chart shows the average
computational cost of each screening check in all test cases among three test sets, described in
Chapter 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 3.9: Computational cost percentage of each screening checks. The pie chart shows the
average rejection percentage of each screening check in all test cases among three test sets,
described in Chapter 4, 5 and 6.




Cα-distance 1.39 × 109 0.68 8.80
Midpoint_angle 5.73 × 108 0.76 8.57
Midpoint_torsion 1.27 × 108 0.83 8.54
Intra-loop 3.88 × 107 0.76 8.38
RFS 3.22 × 107 0.99 8.60
CB-CB 2.87 × 105 2.56 7.20
CB-CO 4.89 × 106 1.78 7.79
CB-NH 1.21 × 106 1.42 7.49
CO-CO 2.09 × 106 1.82 7.65
Table 3.4: Closure screen check details in the original round of case 1A8D. TheRMSDs presented
in the table are backbone RMSDs.
One typical adaptive closure screening check stage, from the original round of case 1A8D is shown
in Table 3.4. In this round, 852,253 forward half-loops and 1,000,000 reverse half-loops are passed
to the adaptive closure screening checks. The implementation of cell-list reduces the size of sample
space from 1012 to 109. The first screening check, Cα-distance check, discards 64.6% of remaining pos-
sible half-loop pairs, of which backbone RMSDs vary from 0.68Åto 8.80Å. Among all screening checks,
Cβ clash checks only reject 0.5% half-loop pairs. However, their rejected loops have notably higher
backbone RMSDs than those rejected by other screening checks, which manifests the significance of
such checks. Five rounds of cutoff adaptions are iterated during the whole process, yielding 814,610
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candidate half-loop pairs (closed loops). The overall computational cost is 1.8 × 104 seconds.
3.4.3 Full Loop Energetic Scoring
The amount of accepted closed loops after the adaptive closure screening checks is on the order of
105−106. It is extremely expensive if one wants tominimize all those candidates, given the computational
expense is 10-30 minutes per each candidate in the current side chain addition and minimization stage.
Similar to the energetic scoring function employed in the half-loop buildup stage, accepted closed loops
are ranked according to the full-loop energetic scoring function which inherits the scores of interactions
between half-loop and the surrounding environment from the half-loop buildup stage, with extra terms
describing the interactions between reverse and forward half-loops. Particularly, four components are
calculated explicitly: 1) van der Waals scores of every backbone atom pair between two half-loops, 2)
hydrophobic scores characterized byCβ atoms, 3) solvent score of the entire loop region, and 4)midpoint
residue score. As we have the complete structural information except the side chains at this stage, full-
loop energetic function has better capability to evaluate candidate quality, compared with the energetic
scoring function used in the half-loop buildup stage. The performance of the full-loop energetic function
is tested by tracking the ranking of the accepted loop with lowest backbone RMSD in the original rounds,
of all cases in three test sets. Three test sets are listed in the order of increasing prediction difficulty.
Particularly, in test set 1, predictions are made based on perturbed, inexact crystal structures. test set
2 includes five proteins (2H9G, 2QR0, 2R0K, 2WUC and 3K2U). H3 loop of one protein is predicted
using the other structure as template, producing twenty homology modeling cases. Cases in test set
3 are taken from the Second Antibody Modeling Assessment (AMA-II), which are homology modeling
on the H3 loops in antibody. Detailed description of each test set is explained in the following result
chapters. As shown in Table 3.5, the lowest backbone RMSD loop has better ranking using full-loop
scoring function among all loops accepted by the adaptive closure screening checks, as opposed to
half-loop scoring function. Again, due to the inexact surrounding environment of homologous templates,
the full-loop scoring function in test set 2 and 3 performs worse than that in test set 1. In the least
satisfactory cases, for instance 2H9G_on_3K2U(test set 2) and 4KQ4(test set 3), large amount of loops
sharing structural similarities are found in the top ranking section, while such structural similarities are
proved to be energetic unfavorable in the all-atom minimization. This suggests it is insufficient to rank
all loops globally. Therefore, a hierarchical clustering algorithm, described in details in the next section,
is designed as a supplement to the robust ranking algorithm.
One apparent caveat here is that the lowest backbone RMSD loops accepted by the adaptive closure
screening checks may not necessarily get minimized to the lowest energy conformation. However, these
loops represent clusters of low backbone RMSD loops that are most likely to contribute to the native-like
prediction after minimization.
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3.4.4 Hydrogen Bonding Clustering
Similar to the supercell clustering algorithm, a hierarchical clustering algorithm with emphasis on back-
bone hydrogen bond pattern is designed. Backbone hydrogen bonds inside the target loop, and those
between the loop and the surrounding environment are checked explicitly, according to the DSSP algo-
rithm, first described by Kabsch et al.[49]:










rAB is inter-atomic distance from A to B. q1, q2 are the partial charges placed on carbonyl group and
amino group respectively. In convention, unit electron charge e andÅ are used as units of q and r. With
the dimensional factor f = 332, the unit of energy is kcal/mol. Here we release the hydrogen-bonding
energy cutoff from -0.5 kcal/mol to -0.25 kcal/mol, keeping those relatively loose hydrogen bonds to
the minimization stage. Accepted closed loops are then clustered regarding their backbone hydrogen
bonds. External backbone hydrogen bonds (i.e. between loop and its surrounding environment) and
intra-loop backbone hydrogen bonds are treated as independent clustering descriptor, as the external
hydrogen bonds control the direction of the entire loop, while the intra-loop hydrogen bonds affect the turn
region to a large extent. Here we conduct a similar scoring performance testing the context of hydrogen
bonding clustering (Table 3.6). Full-loop score ranking of the target loop in its hydrogen bonding cluster
performs better than half-loop score ranking in 35 cases (81.4%), showing the reliability of the full-loop
scoring function in ranking native-like backbones. In 2QR0_on_2WUC and 3K2U_on_2H9G cases, the
target loops are ranked as third and second among all loops in their clusters respectively. However, in
many cases, the absolute ranks of the target loops are not outstanding with the help of full-loop scoring
function. To achieve better sampling in each hydrogen bonding cluster, two-level k-means clustering is
implemented: 1. CαCβ Cartesian coordinate clustering; 2. turn region geometric clustering.
According to their full-loop scores within their two-level sub-clusters, representative loops are chosen
and sent to the side chain addition and minimization stage, of which the amount is on the order of 103.
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Case target RMSD (Å) # accepted loops half-loop score ranking (%) full-loop score ranking (%)
Test set 1
1A8D 1.10 814610 13.38 1.75
1ARB 0.79 722681 57.50 14.23
1BHE 0.60 386877 0.60 0.74
1BN8 0.58 787065 1.64 1.53
1C5E 1.33 978763 0.01 0.02
1CB0 1.22 668540 14.31 1.41
1CS6 1.50 731319 41.72 3.38
1DQZ 1.50 686413 2.51 3.56
1EXM 1.04 347677 12.77 2.62
1F46 2.25 773223 1.24 2.10
1I7P 1.00 442401 6.44 0.38
1OTH 0.90 667061 1.49 0.76
1OYC 1.04 808606 0.40 0.82
1QLW 0.91 877250 6.23 13.19
Mean 11.44 3.32
Test set 2
2H9G_on_2QR0 1.46 67863 30.04 14.29
2H9G_on_2R0K 1.41 76759 12.47 4.58
2H9G_on_2WUC 1.65 56279 41.82 4.55
2H9G_on_3K2U 1.30 76185 67.68 38.80
2QR0_on_2H9G 1.17 415226 13.87 11.51
2QR0_on_2R0K 1.02 566981 38.50 0.56
2QR0_on_2WUC 1.19 378873 25.65 6.70
2QR0_on_3K2U 1.17 661085 65.92 1.17
2R0K_on_2H9G 1.32 424162 5.31 0.87
2R0K_on_2QR0 1.07 375991 53.80 25.85
2R0K_on_2WUC 0.88 310935 36.53 19.32
2R0K_on_3K2U 0.84 662344 21.08 1.08
2WUC_on_2H9G 1.27 213940 3.88 0.30
2WUC_on_2QR0 1.09 82771 10.59 0.68
2WUC_on_2R0K 0.85 215859 12.72 0.53
2WUC_on_3K2U 0.86 136121 12.93 0.01
3K2U_on_2H9G 1.30 155687 5.30 1.89
3K2U_on_2QR0 1.11 98004 8.48 5.88
3K2U_on_2R0K 1.26 133107 6.79 0.46
3K2U_on_2WUC 1.29 255651 1.42 0.13
Mean 23.74 6.96
Test set 3
4KUZ 1.30 58723 69.96 12.47
4KQ4 0.85 94354 43.47 44.61
4MAU 0.58 192991 6.03 13.97
4M7K 1.66 337830 69.01 23.14
4KMT 0.85 12046 67.49 15.27
4M61 1.85 41322 49.26 25.24
4M43 1.50 188958 80.29 19.87
Mean 55.07 22.08
Table 3.5: Performance comparison between half-loop and full-loop scores of test set 1, 2 and 3.
Data is taken from the original rounds of predictions from all cases. The target loop is the lowest
backbone RMSD loop after the closure screening checks, of which the backbone RMSDs are
listed in the second column. The third column shows the total amount of accepted loops by the
closure screening checks. Rankings of the target loop according to half-loop score and full-loop
score are presented in the fourth and fifth columns respectively.
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half-loop scoring full-loop scoring
Case target RMSD (Å) loop score lowest score in cluster highest score in cluster ranking loop score lowest score in cluster highest score in cluster ranking
Test set 1
1ARB 0.79 -39.17 -50.96 -36.28 28581/32549 -51.78 -57.22 -36.33 1733/32549
1BHE 1.34 -25.65 -27.71 -22.52 10/24 -28.81 -31.61 -22.61 5/24
1BN8 0.58 -49.95 -52.65 -28.92 271/20566 -54.33 -59.08 -32.47 207/20566
1C5E 1.33 -45.25 -48.42 -45.25 19/19 -63.83 -69.18 -57.35 2/19
1CB0 1.22 -10.13 -20.27 0.11 5441/64982 -31.36 -41.33 -8.88 346/64982
1CNV 2.02 -47.10 -54.13 -13.54 183/9941 -57.24 -63.46 -14.07 20/9941
1CS6 1.50 -33.60 -38.59 -19.32 8/292 -51.34 -57.11 -22.38 13/292
1DQZ 1.50 -32.83 -32.83 -17.82 1/3824 -34.50 -34.50 -18.93 1/3824
1EXM 1.04 -35.45 -35.45 -32.43 1/2 -42.31 -42.31 -37.48 1/2
1F46 2.25 -42.67 -50.41 -36.27 82/166 -44.66 -54.07 -41.93 114/166
1I7P 1.00 -62.94 -68.25 -62.94 3/3 -76.77 -81.79 -76.77 3/3
1OTH 0.90 -46.53 -54.88 -42.78 21/28 -55.64 -67.00 -44.52 13/28
1OYC 1.13 -33.02 -35.30 -19.56 24/672 -37.64 -39.17 -24.16 20/672
1QLW 1.04 -32.61 -42.96 -16.09 2760/6823 -35.97 -46.79 -19.37 2921/6823
1T1D 0.91 -44.58 -46.66 -30.10 8/56 -53.92 -57.50 -37.03 8/56
1A8D 1.10 -49.43 -62.79 -33.84 1202/4730 -68.56 -76.12 -37.52 65/4730
Test set 2
2H9G_on_2QR0 1.46 -78.74 -95.02 -61.70 99/258 -100.65 -122.54 -79.93 93/258
2H9G_on_2R0K 1.41 -79.71 -94.50 -60.65 37/217 -108.54 -126.53 -88.21 31/217
2H9G_on_2WUC 1.65 -73.71 -85.35 -56.05 29/54 -106.68 -120.58 -79.02 9/54
2H9G_on_3K2U 1.30 -72.57 -94.46 -56.14 966/2505 -93.15 -122.05 -67.75 108/2505
2QR0_on_2H9G 1.17 -69.68 -77.36 -61.60 606/1236 -90.71 -101.00 -75.87 312/1236
2QR0_on_2R0K 1.02 -62.36 -66.71 -61.03 9/12 -97.71 -100.81 -94.91 10/12
2QR0_on_2WUC 1.19 -62.25 -66.15 -47.25 133/1126 -85.44 -92.09 -61.52 3/1126
2QR0_on_3K2U 1.17 -63.56 -63.99 -57.79 3/32 -96.17 -98.91 -84.92 4/32
2R0K_on_2H9G 1.32 -51.76 -51.76 -45.39 1/8 -79.43 -79.43 -69.30 1/8
2R0K_on_2QR0 1.07 -43.66 -55.00 -34.54 3283/10686 -66.05 -78.19 -47.64 1141/10686
2R0K_on_2WUC 0.88 -42.42 -56.57 -28.52 19824/94645 -60.56 -77.58 -35.00 4703/94645
2R0K_on_3K2U 0.84 -51.18 -52.80 -42.45 35/3000 -80.05 -81.32 -62.65 20/3000
2WUC_on_2H9G 1.27 -67.91 -70.84 -55.21 18/255 -94.26 -99.46 -78.70 20/255
2WUC_on_2QR0 1.09 -61.73 -61.73 -61.73 1/1 -92.24 -92.24 -92.24 1/1
2WUC_on_2R0K 0.85 -64.27 -66.57 -52.30 11/170 -91.15 -96.76 -72.03 15/170
2WUC_on_3K2U 0.86 -69.08 -70.13 -54.65 3/90 -99.21 -99.21 -77.51 1/90
3K2U_on_2H9G 1.30 -73.06 -77.93 -56.15 195/2896 -95.20 -69.19 206 2896
3K2U_on_2QR0 1.11 -74.61 -76.36 -55.63 142/3224 -100.26 -112.06 -78.63 535/3224
3K2U_on_2R0K 1.26 -77.24 -80.57 -70.02 38/120 -110.25 -115.95 -99.57 27/120
3K2U_on_2WUC 1.29 -74.74 -79.45 -60.07 59/175 -102.03 -110.79 -74.55 14/175
Test set 3
4KUZ 1.30 -61.73 -70.17 -53.62 7812/9244 -82.73 -87.42 -60.10 510/9244
4KQ4 0.85 -48.45 -52.11 -41.73 130/342 -61.62 -67.26 -51.21 75/342
4MAU 0.58 -65.27 -67.43 -52.04 2411/16450 -80.05 -87.48 -61.32 2876/16450
4M7K 1.66 -67.11 -75.24 -60.82 82/166 -87.66 -94.95 -77.93 44/166
4KMT 0.85 -63.81 -65.09 -63.81 6/6 -79.56 -83.16 -79.56 6/6
4M61 1.85 -65.15 -76.70 -60.78 117/158 -88.12 -98.59 -80.03 58/158
4M43 1.50 -66.02 -75.36 -66.02 5/5 -90.94 -100.17 -90.94 5/5
Table 3.6: Performance of hydrogen bonding clustering in test set 1, 2 and 3. Data is taken from
the original rounds of predictions from all cases. The target loop is the lowest backbone RMSD
loop after the closure screening checks, of which the backbone RMSDs are listed in the second
column. Both half-loop scoring and full-loop scoring columns include four fields: 1) the score of
the target loop, 2) lowest score in the cluster, 3) highest score in the cluster, and 4) the ranking of
the target loop.
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3.5 Side Chain Addition and Minimization Stage
Representative loops selected from the loop closure stage are passed to the side chain addition and
minimization stage. Loop side chains and the surrounding side chains obtained in the preprocess stage
are sampled based on 10◦ resolution rotamer libraries (Table 3.7), which are originally constructed by
Xiang and Honig[102]. For a loop of 14 residues in length, the typical surrounding side chain list of it
includes 60-120 surrounding side chains, generating a side chain phase space on the order of 10200. To
sufficiently sample over the entire side chain phase space, the following protocol is implemented[47]. As
shown in Figure 3.10, Pass 1 takes one representative loop backbone as input, and outputs the optimized
backbone to Pass 2. Pass 2 optimizes the all-atom structure, and reports the final prediction according
to all-atom energy. Pass 1 and Pass 2 contains 10 and 3 independent iterations respectively. In each
iteration, three steps are performed sequentially: 1) side chain randomized initialization, 2) iterative
single side chain optimization, and 3) all-atom minimization. In side chain randomized initialization,
loop side chains and the surrounding side chains are placed randomly on the fixed backbone, with the
constraint that no steric clash is allowed between side chains and backbone atoms. Each side chain
described above is optimized by searching for all possible rotamer states in the 10◦ resolution libraries,
one at a time. Such single side chain optimization is iterated until no side chain adopts new rotamer
state. Then the loop and all side chains are passed to the all-atom energy minimization to achieve the
lowest energy conformation. Pass 1 selects the lowest energy conformation among all ten iterations
and passes its backbone conformation to Pass 2. After another three iterations in Pass 2, the lowest
all-atom energy conformation is reported as the final prediction.
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Table 3.7: Side chain rotamer libraries. The second column lists the number of side chain torsions
considered in sampling for each residue. The third column refers to the total number of possible
rotamer states in each residue type. Both glycine and alanine are excluded in the sampling, as
only the heavy atoms in the side chains are sampled.
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Representative loop backbone
Side chain randomized initialization
Iterative single side chain optimization
All-atom minimization
Backbone update
Side chain randomized initialization
Iterative single side chain optimization
All-atom minimization
Final prediction
10 iterations (Pass 1)
3 iterations (Pass 2)
Figure 3.10: Flow chart of the side chain addition and minimization stage. Pass 1 and Pass 2
contains 10 and 3 independent iterations respectively. In each iteration, three steps are performed
sequentially: 1) side chain randomized initialization, 2) iterative single side chain optimization and
3) all-atom minimization.
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3.6 Homology Modeling Refinement
high-resolution(< 1.5Å) loop prediction results can be expected if the homologous template is reason-
able. However, in the real homology modeling scenario, such templates are often hard to acquire from
the knowledge-based method. Two common issues related with imperfect homologous templates need
to be addressed carefully. First, it is possible that the target loop from the template has 5Å or more back-
bone RMSD from the native. Second, the surrounding environment of the template including the sec-
ondary structures, might have a systematic shift with respect to the native. The first issue increases the
size of sample space significantly, and the second one could be misleading during the loop-environment
contact check. Here, we propose the advanced refinement protocol which is particularly useful in ho-
mology modeling (Figure 3.11).
After the original round of predictions, twenty lowest energy conformations are sent to the exhaustive
side chain optimization (Iter100) round, of which Pass 1 and Pass 2 both have 100 independent itera-
tions. As mentioned in the side chain addition and minimization section, the size of side chain phase
space is on the order of 10200. Due to the imperfect surrounding environment in the context of homology
modeling, more side chain initializations are needed to overcome barriers in the energy surface that are
false positive. The reason we only choose twenty conformations instead of all of them is the exhaustive
side chain optimization is computationally expensive, and twenty lowest energy conformations warrants
the diversity of loop conformations.
Original round
Exhaustive side chain op-
timization (Iter100 round)
Refinement round
Exhaustive side chain opti-
mization (R-Iter100 round)
Final prediction
20 lowest energy conformations
Lowest energy conformation
20 lowest energy conformations
Figure 3.11: Protocol of homology modeling refinement. Four rounds of predictions, namely
original round, Iter100 round, Refinement round and R-Iter100 round are operated sequentially.
The final prediction is the lowest energy conformation among all four rounds.
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The lowest energy conformation among original and Iter100 round is used as the input template
of refinement round, which is similar to the original round. In the refinement round, one can hope to
reduce the size of conformational space extensively, as the input template is more native-like than the
homologous template used in the original round. Two major refinement constraints are added to the
half-loop buildup stage in PLOP protocol:
1. CαCβ Cartesian coordinates constraints. Depending on the quality of loop stem residues, two
types of such Cartesian coordinates constraints could be added: 1) global constraints on all target
atoms in the loop; 2) gradually increasing constraints according to the distance between loop stem
residue and current building residue.
2. Generic backbone hydrogen bond pattern constraint. Twenty lowest energy conformations are
used for generic backbone hydrogen bond pattern analysis and generation. The detailed steps
are as follows:
(a) Generate hydrogen bond frequency tables based on the pre-minimization(pre-pattern) and
post-minimization(post-pattern) backbone hydrogen bonds of twenty lowest energy confor-
mations, respectively. Note during the all-atom minimization, the backbone of the loop is also
minimized. Thus backbone hydrogen bonds are free to be altered during the minimization.
Particularly, the pre-pattern frequency table shows the preference of hydrogen bonds regard-
ing employed full-loop scoring function, while the post-pattern frequency table presents those
energetically favorable hydrogen bonds.
(b) Utilize the post-minimization hydrogen bond pattern of newly selected input template and the
hydrogen bond frequency tables to generate the generic hydrogen bond pattern constraint.
Hydrogen bonds are added according to the following criteria:
i. The hydrogen bond exists in the post-minimization hydrogen bond pattern of the template,
and its frequency in post-pattern is larger than 40%.
ii. The frequency of the hydrogen bond is larger than 50%.
iii. There is a frequency increase of 30% or more from pre-pattern to post-pattern of the
hydrogen bond.
iv. After following the previous criteria, if the generic hydrogen bond is considered sparse (i.e.
less than 50% residues get assigned hydrogen bonds), add existing post-minimization
hydrogen bonds with frequency in post-pattern larger than 20%, when no hydrogen bonds
have been assigned to those specific residues.
In Table 3.9, both pre-pattern and post-pattern hydrogen bond frequency tables from PDB 4KQ4 origi-
nal round are listed. If both frequencies of one hydrogen bond are high, it is more likely to be a native
hydrogen bond. In addition, a frequency increase of 30% or more from pre-pattern to post-pattern is
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also indicative of a native hydrogen bond, namely Ala97:H-Hie35:O, Arg98:H-Tyr106:O and Ser103:O-
Asp105:H. Hydrogen bondsAla97:O-Hie35:H,Ala97:H-Hie35:O,Arg98:H-Tyr106:O andGlu99:H-Ala33:O(Ta-
ble 3.8) are added from the original post-minimization hydrogen bond pattern to its generic hydrogen
bond pattern, as their frequency in post-pattern are larger than 40%. Glu99:O-Ala33:H fails to meet any
adding criterion and is discarded. Ser103:O-Asp105:H is not included in the original post-minimization
hydrogen bond pattern. However, its frequency increases by 30% from pre-pattern to post-pattern, lead-
ing to its addition in the generic hydrogen bond pattern. The only native backbone hydrogen bond we fail
to add to the generic hydrogen bond pattern is Val100:H-Ser103:O. Although its frequency in pre-pattern
and post-pattern are 30% and 40% respectively, it does not exist in the template post-minimization hy-
drogen bond pattern, thus fails to meet any adding criterion.
Hydrogen bond Exist in original pattern Exist in generic pattern Exist in native
Ala97:O-Hie35:H Y Y Y
Ala97:H-Hie35:O Y Y Y
Arg98:H-Tyr106:O Y Y Y
Glu99:H-Ala33:O Y Y Y
Glu99:O-Ala33:H Y N N
Val100:H-Ser103:O N N Y
Ser103:O-Asp105:H N Y Y
Table 3.8: Comparison between the original template post-minimization hydrogen bond pattern
and generated generic hydrogen bond pattern of PDB 4KQ4 case.
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Hydrogen bond Type Pre-pattern frequency (%) Post-pattern frequency (%) Exist in native
residue 1
Ala97:H-Hie35:O external 0.0% 100.0% Y
Ala97:O-Hie35:H external 85.0% 100.0% Y
residue 2
Arg98:H-Tyr106:O internal 50.0% 100.0% Y
Arg98:O-Val100:H internal 0.0% 30.0% N
Arg98:O-Arg101:H internal 5.0% 0.0% N
Arg98:O-Met104:H internal 5.0% 0.0% N
Arg98:O-Asp105:H internal 35.0% 40.0% N
Arg98:O-Tyr106:H internal 15.0% 5.0% N
residue 3
Glu99:H-Ala33:O external 60.0% 55.0% Y
Glu99:O-Ala33:H external 20.0% 10.0% N
Glu99:O-Arg101:H internal 5.0% 0.0% N
Glu99:O-Arg102:H internal 10.0% 25.0% N
residue 4
Val100:H-Arg101:O internal 10.0% 0.0% N
Val100:H-Arg102:O internal 0.0% 5.0% N
Val100:H-Ser103:O internal 30.0% 40.0% Y
Val100:O-Arg102:H internal 10.0% 5.0% N
Val100:O-Ser103:H internal 25.0% 40.0% N
residue 5
Arg101:H-Arg102:O internal 5.0% 0.0% N
Arg101:H-Ser103:O internal 10.0% 5.0% N
Arg101:O-Ser103:H internal 5.0% 5.0% N
Arg101:O-Met104:H internal 5.0% 10.0% N
residue 7
Ser103:O-Asp105:H internal 0.0% 35.0% Y
Ser103:O-Tyr106:H internal 5.0% 0.0% N
residue 8
Met104:O-Leu46:H external 20.0% 0.0% N
Table 3.9: Pre-pattern and post-pattern frequency table from PDB 4KQ4 original round. External
type refers to the hydrogen bond between the loop and its surrounding environment, while inter-
nal type is hydrogen bond within the loop. The column ’Exist in native’ shows if one particular
hydrogen bond exists in the native conformation.
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Similar to the original round, an exhaustive side chain optimization (R-Iter100) round is operated for
the twenty lowest energy conformations, with both Pass 1 and Pass 2 both having 100 independent
iterations. The final prediction is the lowest energy conformation among all four stages.
Figure 3.12: RMSD distributions of top20 predictions from four prediction rounds in test set 1,2
and 3. (A) Original round. (B) Iter100 round. (C) Refinement round. (D) R-Iter100 round.
Figure 3.13: RMSD distributions of top5 predictions from four prediction rounds in test set 1,2
and 3. (A) Original round. (B) Iter100 round. (C) Refinement round. (D) R-Iter100 round.
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Figure 3.14: RMSD distributions of top1 predictions from four prediction rounds in test set 1,2
and 3. (A) Original round. (B) Iter100 round. (C) Refinement round. (D) R-Iter100 round.
Comparisons between four rounds of predictions are shown in Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13 and Fig-
ure 3.14. The exhaustive side chain optimization rounds, namely Iter100 and R-Iter100 rounds have
limited effect in altering the backbone RMSD distributions of top20 and top5 distributions as expected.
The significance of such rounds is they largely help loops with only backbone atoms converge to their
optimal or suboptimal all-atom conformations, by providing randomized initializations. This results in
better all-atom energy of most loops, and sometimes reorders the prediction results regarding the all-
atom energy, which is shown in Figure 3.14. Detailed performance comparisons between these four
round are presented in the following chapters.
3.7 Calculations of RMSD and Relative Energy
The quality of loop prediction results are evaluated according to the backbone RMSD against the na-
tive crystal structure. The protein backbone of predicted conformation is superimposed with the input
template, excluding the target loop. As the minimization only optimizes the backbone atoms of the loop,
backbone RMSD between predicted loop and the native can then be calculated in place, using the
backbone N, Cα, C and O atoms.
To obtain comprehensive evaluation of the performance of PLOP loop prediction protocol, the relative
energy of predictions against the native is reported, defined as ∆E = Eprediction −Enative. As the native
crystal structure obtained from PDB has no explicit hydrogen atoms, a similar minimization needs to be
done. In particular, a reference run is performed, following the same PLOP protocol except replacing
loop scoring function with sheer RMSD compared to the native, during both half-loop buildup and closure
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screening stage. An apparent caveat here is, the 5◦ and 10◦ resolution libraries are utilized in the native
minimization, similar to the standard loop prediction. Native loop backbone generated in this fashion
might have trivial RMSD compared to the crystal structure. However, such deviations are often removed
by the following all-atom minimization. In addition, the refinement rounds are performed in the native
minimization to permit an accurate comparison.
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Chapter 4
Predictions of Loops in Inexact
Environments
The performance of loop prediction algorithms are often assessed based on their capability of recon-
structing native-like loop conformations in the context of protein crystal structures, where homologous
templates from protein database are utilized as the starting poses in the loop prediction. In such tests,
various loop prediction algorithms have been reported to successfully produce high resolution predic-
tions[25, 21, 35]. However, as described in the Homology Modeling Refinement section (Section 3.6),
the target loop in the homologous template is surrounded by imperfect environment, and the success
of predictions in the crystal structures is not guaranteed in the homology modeling scenario. Thus, it is
necessary to test the performance of PLOP in the context of imperfect environment. Test set 1 here was
adapted from the previous work of our lab[84], of which cases have perturbed loop template structures
and surrounding side chains.
4.1 Description of Test Set
For each of 14 loops in test set 1, a perturbed crystal structure was generated as follows: 1. generate a
low-energy loop with backbone RMSD greater than 4Å, regarding the crystal structure; 2. graft the loop
onto the crystal structure; 3. optimize the perturbed structure including surrounding side chains of the
target loop. These perturbed structures were delivered to the PLOP protocol as template structures.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
Template Original Iter100 Refine R-Iter100 Previous Final Prediction
PDB RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) ∆E (kcal/mol)
1A8D 4.00 1.52 0.72 0.34 0.32 2.80 0.32 3.34
1ARB 4.80 1.43 1.70 1.83 0.92 2.60 0.92 0.45
1BHE 4.50 1.51 1.54 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.81 -3.00
1BN8 5.00 1.23 1.16 0.83 1.45 2.60 1.45 0.21
1C5E 5.10 1.72 1.85 2.12 1.51 1.70 1.85 5.80
1CB0 5.00 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.30 0.24 1.65
1CS6 5.10 1.38 1.44 1.86 2.06 3.50 1.44 5.11
1DQZ 4.80 0.97 0.28 0.24 0.23 0.60 0.23 -19.13
1EXM 4.60 0.96 0.52 0.69 0.64 0.50 0.64 3.79
1F46 5.10 1.78 1.81 1.21 1.23 1.10 1.23 8.25
1I7P 5.00 0.44 0.42 0.47 0.24 0.30 0.24 -2.58
1OTH 4.10 0.61 0.47 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.60 -0.11
1OYC 5.20 1.18 1.01 0.70 0.51 1.20 0.51 5.52
1QLW 4.10 1.15 1.14 0.99 1.01 1.40 1.01 2.42
Median 4.90 1.21 1.02 0.76 0.74 1.15 0.73 3.13
Mean 4.74 1.15 1.08 0.92 0.84 1.43 0.82 3.25
Table 4.1: Prediction Results of test set 1. All RMSDs in the table are backbone RMSDs (Å). For
simplicity, only the energy difference ∆E between the final prediction and the native structure is
reported here. The mean and median of ∆E are caculated with respect to the absolute value of
∆E, excluding 1DQZ case.
Table 4.1 summarizes lowest energy loops in four rounds of predictions using new PLOP, along with the
results in the previous paper. The column ’Template RMSD’ reports the backbong RMSD in the target
loop region between the native conformation and the perturbed crystal structure. The lowest energy
loop from all four rounds is considered as the final prediction. In comparison with the previous prediction
results, new PLOP consistenly displays improved accuracy, with mean and median backbone RMSD
both below 1Å. In addition, the egap between prediction and the native conformation remains low among
almost all cases. In 1DQZ case, a near native loop with an RMSD of 0.23Å and a ∆E of -19.13 kcal/mol
is predicted, which indicates there is a sampling problem in the native reference run, or some additional
side chain contacts are formed that are energetically favorable in our energy model. In our previous
paper, predictions of four cases, namely 1A8D, 1ARB, 1BN8 and 1CS6, are with RMSD above 2Å,
while native-like predictions with RMSD of 1.03Å on average are achieved with new PLOP.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the sequential improvements in backbone RMSD, regarding the four rounds
of predictions. Iter100 round does not directly improve the prediction results regarding the top20 pre-
dictions. However, it serves as an energy ranking step, and provides reliable input structure for the
refinement round. Refinement round is robust to enrich structures with low backbone RMSDs, as addi-
tional constraints (e.g. generic hydrogen bond pattern) are added in this round.
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Figure 4.1: Backbone RMSD distributions of top20 predictions in four rounds, including all 14
cases in test set 1. (A) Original round. (B) Iter100 round. (C) Refinement round. (D) R-Iter100
round.
PDB 1A8D The final prediction for 1A8D is from R-Iter100 round, with 0.32Å RMSD and a ∆E of
3.34 kcal/mol. The 12 residue loop (Asp155-Asn166) lies in the open pocket (Figure 4.2) and has
strong interactions with its surrounding environment. Four native loop backbone hydrogen bonds are
all maintained in the prediction, namely Asp155:H-Asn135:O, Lys159:H-Tyr302:O, Asn161:H-Asp158:O
andAla165:H-Val95:O. The side chain ofAsp155 forms two hydrogen bonds with amino groups in Tyr163
and Leu164, which stabilizes the kinked region. These hydrogen bonds add to the stability of the loop
and contribute to the very native-like conformation. Figure 4.3 presents the gradual improvements in




Figure 4.2: PDB 1A8D. In all panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A) Rib-
bon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The comparison
between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with all atoms shown for residues involv-
ing in key interactions. Hydrogen bonding and salt bridges are shown dotted in this panel. (C)
Surrounding protein surface of target loop.
Figure 4.3: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 1A8D case.
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PDB 1ARB The 12-residue loop of PDB 1ARB goes through the surrounding protein tunnel that con-
strains the middle part of the loop (Figure 4.4). The differences between template and the native con-
formation are the small turn regions at both ends of the loop. Two intra-loop hydrogen bonds are well-
predicted, namely Gly186:H-Gln183:O and Ser193:H-Glu190:O, which are the key interactions of those
two native-like turns, leading to the successful prediction. The only difference between the prediction
and the native conformation is from Ser185 to Gly187. In the native conformation, Gly186:O forms hy-
drogen bond with amino group in the side chain of Arg223, while in the prediction, Gly187:O instead
of Gly186:O forms that hydrogen bond. To make it possible, flipped backbone torsion in the previous
Gly186 is accepted. This subtle difference results in the RMSD between the prediction and the native
conformation. However, since glycine is very flexible regarding its backbone torsion and has a single-
atom side chain, the energy difference should not be large. The small ∆E (0.45 kcal/mol) proves the
degeneracy of these two conformations.
a b
c
Figure 4.4: PDB 1ARB. In all panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A) Rib-
bon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The comparison
between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with all atoms shown for residues in-
volving in key interactions.Hydrogen bonding and salt bridges are shown dotted in this panel. (C)
Surrounding protein surface of the target loop that forms a tunnel-like constraint.
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Figure 4.5: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 1ARB case.
PDB 1BN8 The starting template is largely different from the native conformation in 1BN8 case, which
makes the case relatively hard to predict. With the help of generic hydrogen bond pattern algorithm,
four out of five native backbone hydrogen bonds are predicted, including a bifurcated hydrogen bond
(Ser307:H, Tyr308:H and Val277:O) (Figure 4.6). One missing native backbone hydrogen bond is
Ser301:H-Ser298:O, a weak one with 2.57Å O-H distance. Absence of this hydrogen bond leads to a dif-
ferent conformation choice in the turn region and gives 1.54Å RMSD overall. Turn regions in the solvent
exposed space are quite flexible and typically hard to predict. Sometimes several energy-degenerate
turn region conformations compete with each other. The small ∆E (0.21 kcal/mol) shows 1BN8 is a
such case.
a b
Figure 4.6: PDB 1BN8. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A)
Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The compar-
ison between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with all atoms shown for residues
involving in key interactions. Hydrogen bonding is shown yellow-dotted in this panel. Missing
native native backbone hydrogen bond is shown as red dot line.
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Figure 4.7: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 1BN8 case.
PDB 1CS6 In 1CS6, the loop we try to predict is on the protein surface, starting from Asp145 to Arg156
(Figure 4.8). The template itself is a high-quality decoy structure, extending in the other direction with
respect to the native conformation. The final prediction, again by obtaining the key inter-loop hydrogen
bond interaction Ile151:H-Trp142:O, forms the native-like conformation. It also maintains the salt bridge
between Arg156 and Asp175. Notably, 1CS6 is one of few exceptions that refinement round fails to
produce better predictions than the original round.
a b
Figure 4.8: PDB 1CS6. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A)
Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The compar-
ison between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with all atoms shown for residues
involving in key interactions. Hydrogen bonding and salt bridges are shown dotted in this panel.
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Figure 4.9: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 1CS6 case.
PDB 1C5EAmong all 14 cases in test set 1, 1C5E is the least satisfying case, of which the final prediction
is from the Iter100 round of prediction, with 1.85 Å backbone RMSD and a∆E of 5.8 kcal/mol, suggesting
further refinement rounds don’t work in this case. Similar with 1CS6 case, the target loop, starting from
Tyr82 to Asp93, is on the protein surface (Figure 6). Again, all the native hydrogen bond interactions
are maintained in the forward half-loop. The large deviation occurs between Glu89-Asp93, where two
additional intra-loop hydrogen bonds are made, namely Ser92:H-Glu89:O andAsp93:H-Ala90:O. These
interactions make the neighboring residues highly convoluted, and form a non-native like conformation.
Additionally, the generic hydrogen pattern accepts these two interactions as part of the template for the
following refinement round and results in the insufficient sampling.
a b
Figure 4.10: PDB 1C5E. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A)
Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The compar-
ison between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with all atoms shown for residues
involving in key interactions. Hydrogen bonding is shown dotted in this panel. The suspicious
hydrogen bonds in the final prediction are shown in red dot line.
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Figure 4.11: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 1C5E case.
4.3 Conclusions
PLOP shows its reliability in predicting near-native loops in inexact environments, considered as an
intermediate step between loop prediction in crystal structure and true homology modeling. In particular,
9 and 13 cases obtain sub-1Å and sub-1.5Å final predictions, among 14 cases in total. Additionally, a
monotonic increase of prediction accuracy is presented among four prediction rounds in PLOP homology




Homology Modeling of Antibody H3
Loops
5.1 Introduction
Antibodies, also known as immunoglobulins (Ig), are Y-shape proteins that bind and mark pathogens
for neutralization by phagocytes, preventing them from infecting cells. Mainly secreted by differentiated
B cells called plasma cells, antibodies have two forms: 1) a soluble form that is commonly found in
the blood plasma and tissue fluids, and 2) a membrane-bound form on the surface of a B cell. An
immunoglobulin monomer, the basic functional unit of an antibody, consists of four polypeptides: two
identical heavy chains and two identical light chains that are bound to each other by disulfide bonds
(Figure 5.1).
Genetically, take human antibody molecules for instance, the gene segments for immunoglobulin
heavy chain is contained in the immunoglobulin heavy locus (IGH@) on chromosome 14, and the gene
segments for the immunoglobulin light chain are located in the immunoglobulin kappa (κ) locus (IGK@)
on chromosome 2 and the immunoglobulin lambda (λ) locus (IGL@) on chromosome 22. To be specific,
the human immunoglobulin heavy chain contains 65 Variable(V) gene segments, 27 Diversity(D) gene
segments, 6 Joining(J) gene segments and 2 constant gene segments (Cµ and Cδ). The human Ig
light chain also consists of various V and J gene segments and Cµ and Cδ, with the absence of D
gene segments. The process of V(D)J recombination is excised by VDJ recombinase, which possesses
multiple recombination stages. Aprimary transcript(mRNA) containing the segments V-D-J-Cµ-Cδ with a
polyadenylated tail is produced after V(D)J recombination, of which the translation leads to the assembly
of the immunoglobulin heavy chain. Similarly, the immunoglobulin light chain is produced, except it lacks
a D gene segment. As only one set of V, D and J gene segments is chosen, approximately 106 possible
V(D)J combinations could be constructed, producing 106 distinct immunoglobulin heavy chains. With
additional insertions and deletions, a set of antibodies with extraordinary diversity could be produced. It
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is estimated that human have the potential to produce up to 1013 different antibodies[40], providing them
the capability to bind numerous amount of antigens.
As shown in Figure 5.1, the top of the Y structure possesses two identical Fab (Fragment, antigen-
binding) regions, each containing one antigen binding site (paratope) that is specific for one particular
epitope on an antigen. The Fab region consists of one variable domain (green) and one constant domain
(blue), where the variable (Fv) region plays the essential role in antibody-antigen binding. The base of the
Y structure, namely Fc (Fragment, crystallizable) region, modulates the immune cell activity by binding
to a particular type of Fc receptors on the immune cell surface or complement proteins, once its Fab
region binds to the antigen. Three major antibody effector functions are performed in the Fc region:
1. Opsonization: Once the antibody binds to the antigen with its Fab region, its Fc region could be
recognized by phagocytic cell, enhancing phagocytosis.
2. Complement activation: Antibody-antigen binding complex could activate complement system
through the classical pathway. Inactive small proteins especially proteases in the complement
system then initiate immune cell activation and inflammation, and finally activate the cell-killing
membrane attack complex.
3. Antibody-Dependent Cell-mediated Cytotoxicity (ADDC). Immune cells such as cytotoxic T cells
are driven to eliminate pathogens with the recognition of antibody Fc region once it binds to the
antigen.
There are five distinct types of mammalian antibodies that consist of a heavy chain with four Ig do-
mains and a light chain with two Ig domains in common: IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG and IgM. Such antibody
classes are defined based on their distinct heavy chain categories, which are essential in determining
the physiochemical, structural and immunological properties of antibodies. Naïve mature B cells pro-
duce IgM and IgD, of which the gene segments are the first two in the immunoglobulin locus IGH@
on chromosome 14. Once activated by antigen, such B cells can switch to produce antibodies of dif-
ferent classes through immunoglobulin class switching process. With assistance of specific signaling
molecules (e.g. cytokines), the original heavy chain constant region exons are deleted and a α, ε or γ
constant region gene segment is expressed, corresponding to IgA, IgE and IgG antibodies respectively.
During the process, only the constant region of antibody heavy chain is altered, while the variable region
keeps unchanged. Hence, such antibodies maintain the high specificity to their target antigens, but have
different effector functions compared to the original produced IgM and IgD.
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Figure 5.1: The four-chain structure of an antibody. One variable domain (green) and one con-
stant domain (blue) construct the Fab (fragment, antigen-binding) region. Fc (Fragment, crys-
tallizable) region is composed of two heavy chain fragments with two or three constant domains
depending on the antibody class.
Figure 5.2: mAb performance in biopaharmaceutical industry. (a) mAbs approved for the first
time in the indicated periods, expressed as a percentage of total biopharmaceuticals approved
for the first time in the same time period. (b) mAbs global annual sales value expressed as a
percentage of total biopharmaceutical global sales for the indicated years. Financial data from La
Merie Business Intelligence.1
1Adapted with permission from Nature Biotechnology. Copyright(2018) Springer Nature
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Antibodies have been used in disease diagnosis and therapeutics for decades, since muromonab-
CD3, the first monoclonal antibody drug, was approved in 1985 for reducing acute rejection in patients
with organ transplants. Although antibodies are more difficult to design and characterize than the tra-
ditional small molecule drugs, they are promising as therapeutic treatments, due to their robust speci-
ficity to target antigens[79]. As shown in Figure 5.2, antibodies maintains its dominance in the bio-
pharmaceutical sector, with constant growth annually. In late 2017 or during 2018, 19 monoclonal an-
tibodies were in the late-stage clinical studies, including 10 for cancer indications and 9 for non-cancer
indications[51]. Among all antibody therapeutic agents, many of them share bio-similarities. For in-
stance, Celltrion’s biosimilar rituximab (CT-P10) serves as the active substance in four rituximab-based
drugs approved in Europe in 2017, namely Blitzima, Truxima, Ritemvia and Rituzena. Apparently, the
significant success of antibody-based drug design would be achieved, if a particular antibody could be
improved regarding its binding affinity and other pharmaceutical properties. However, antibody structural
design and characterization experimentally is expensive and time-consuming. Hence, rational design
and engineering of antibody structure based on computational method is exceedingly useful.
Asmentioned above, the Fv region contained in the Fab region binds with the antigen epitope directly.
In the Fv region, six loops called complementarity determining regions(CDRs) are the most variable
parts and are crucial to most antigen-binding properties of the antibody, of which three are located on
the heavy chain (H1, H2 and H3) and the other on the light chain (L1, L2 and L3).
Five CDRs, namely L1, L2, L3, H1 and H2 have small ranges of loop length, and form limited types
of canonical structures (Figure 5.3). The concurrent homology modeling methods have been reported to
achieve predictions on these CDRs with high accuracy[2, 3]. However, H3 loop is extremely diverse in
both length and conformation, making it exceptionally hard to be predicted. With insertion and deletion
mutations, the length of H3 loop varies between 3 and 50, adding extra difficulty in finding a proper
homologous template. The reason that H3 loop differs from the other five CDRs is, the DNA encoding
the H3 loop includes some of variable (V), all of diversity (D) and joining (J) gene segments, while those
encoding the others only include V gene segment. Located in the center of antibody-antigen binding
site, H3 loop commonly form the most interactions with the epitope. Kuroda et al.[56] reported H3 as the
major contributions to the antibody-binding properties. Therefore, prediction of H3 loops is a legitimate
task to evaluate PLOP performance in the context of homology modeling.
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Figure 5.3: Diversity of CDR loops in antibody. (a) The frequency of observed loop lengths for
the six CDRs. Data shown is calculated from all structures in SAbDab[32]. The H3 loop displays
greater diversity in length than the canonical CDRs. (b) The structures of a set of antibodies with
up to 80% sequence identity and a resolution of up to 3 Å, as downloaded from SAbDab [25] .
Framework regions are shown in grey, while the CDRs are coloured (L1 — purple, L2 — green,
L3 — blue, H1 — yellow, H2 — dark blue, H3 — pink). H3 loops display more conformational
diversity than the other parts of the antibody[62].2
2Adapted with permission from Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal. Copyright(2017) Elsevier Ltd..
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5.2 Revisiting H3 Loop Swap Homology Modeling
5.2.1 Description of Test Set
The test set used in the earlier work of PLOP by Day et al.[111] is revisited to evaluate current PLOP
protocol. Five related antibodies are included in this test set, namely 2H9G, 2QR0, 2R0K, 2WUC and
3K2U. They are chosen based on the following criteria: 1. the H3 loop has a different length or less than
40% sequence similarity; 2. in both the light and heavy chains, the non-H3-loop sequence identity is
greater than 95%. In the experiment, the H3 loop of one structure is predicted using the other structure
as template, and totally 20 different homology modeling predictions are presented.
5.2.2 Results and Discussion
Table 2 summarizes the results of lowest energy loops in four rounds of predictions using new PLOP,
along with the results in the previous paper. The lowest energy loop from all four rounds is considered
as the final prediction. Overall, predictions made by new PLOP are better than the previous, with an
improvement of 0.23Å in mean and 0.25Å in median. In addition, despite of the sampling issue in the
energy minimization of the native conformation that results in delta E of large negative values, the other
cases are energetically similar with the native conformation. Among all 20 homology modeling predic-
tions, 2QR0_on_2H9G (This notation means H3 loop of 2QR0 is predicted using 2H9G as template.
We continue using similar notations in the following context without specifying) and 2QR0_on_3K2U
are improved the most by new PLOP, while 2H9G_on_2R0K and 2H9G_on_2WUC are not satisfying.
These four cases are discussed in detail.
Original Iter100 Refine R-Iter100 Previous Final Prediction
PDB Template RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) ∆E (kcal/mol)
2H9G 2QR0 1.66 1.67 1.48 1.34 1.34 1.34 -0.25
2R0K 3.41 2.58 2.32 2.28 1.52 2.28 13.64
2WUC 2.63 2.76 2.21 2.15 2.92 2.15 1.56
3K2U 1.26 1.36 2.40 1.56 1.91 1.56 -0.56
2QR0 2H9G 1.91 1.85 1.45 1.13 2.09 1.13 7.70
2R0K 0.82 1.44 1.69 0.99 1.26 0.99 6.80
2WUC 1.00 1.38 1.43 1.96 1.65 1.96 3.42
3K2U 1.56 1.44 1.40 1.54 3.75 1.54 -1.65
2R0K 2H9G 2.01 1.99 2.11 2.01 2.65 2.01 -1.71
2QR0 1.87 1.87 1.52 1.38 1.68 1.87 -3.05
2WUC 2.42 1.97 1.40 1.40 2.06 1.40 1.27
3K2U 2.17 1.68 1.44 1.68 1.77 1.68 -20.67
2WUC 2H9G 1.45 1.45 1.60 1.51 1.15 1.45 -6.40
2QR0 1.59 1.04 1.71 1.44 1.41 1.44 -0.79
2R0K 1.53 1.35 1.28 1.24 1.04 1.24 -1.14
3K2U 1.75 1.75 1.88 1.78 0.82 1.78 -6.65
3K2U 2H9G 1.95 1.46 1.85 1.38 1.92 1.38 -2.48
2R0K 2.45 2.07 2.17 1.38 1.72 1.38 -17.71
2QR0 1.17 1.39 1.44 1.44 1.62 1.44 7.85
2WUC 1.37 1.42 1.43 1.43 1.84 1.43 -24.36
Median 1.80 1.70 1.71 1.55 1.80 1.57 3.93
Mean 1.71 1.57 1.56 1.44 1.70 1.45 2.48
Table 5.1: Prediction Results of test set 2. All RMSDs in the table are backbone RMSDs (Å). For
simplicity, only the energy difference ∆E between the final prediction and the native structure is
reported here. The mean and median of ∆E are caculated with respect to the absolute value of
∆E. Three caseswith∆E less than -15 kcal/mol are excluded in themean andmedian calculation
of ∆E.
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Case 2QR0_on_3K2U The H3 loop of 2QR0 has its turn region in the solvent exposed region (Fig-
ure 5.4), which does not have serious hydrogen bond interaction with the environment. Instead, con-
secutive intra-loop backbone hydrogen bonds stablize the extended loop region, forming an embedded
hairpin secondary structure. The final prediction given by new PLOP has reasonable intra-loop hydro-
gen bond system (Figure 6), which significantly decreases the RMSD and stablizes the conformation.
Different from the hairpin structure the native conformation has, predicted structure forms two bifurcated
hydrogen bonds, namely Tyr96:H, Gly97:H-Ala100:O and Gly97:O-Gly99:H, Ala100:H. The conforma-
tion of the turn region Gly-Thr-Gly is largely restricted by these two bifurcated hydrogen bonds, and is
slightly energetically favorable in our energy model (δE=-1.65 kcal/mol), compared with the native.
a b
Figure 5.4: Case 2QR0_on_3K2U. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for compari-
son. (A) Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The
comparison between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with backbone for residues
involving in hairpin structure. Native hydrogen bonds are shown in green dots, and those in the
final prediction are shown in yellow dots.
Figure 5.5: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 2QR0_on_3K2U case.
Case 2QR0_on_2H9G In 2QR0_on_2H9G, the prediction gets very native-like conformations (Fig-
ure 5.6), with all backbone hydrogen bonding interactions captured. In addition, the predicted structure
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has an additional hydrogen bond Arg94:H-Asp101:O. However, the shift of stem residues on both ends
of the loop due to the homologous template constrains the side chain conformations, which results in a
higher energy (δE=7.70 kcal/mol) with respect to the native conformation.
a b
Figure 5.6: Case 2QR0_on_2H9G. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for compari-
son. (A) Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The
comparison between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with backbone for residues
involving in hairpin structure. Native hydrogen bonds are shown in green dots, and those in the
final prediction are shown in yellow dots.
Figure 5.7: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 2QR0_on_2H9G case.
Two problems in the unsatisfactory cases 2H9G_on_2R0K and 2H9G_on_2WUC cases might show
potential directions of improving PLOP. First, in 2H9G_on_2R0K case, the environment residues Ser32
and Gly33 in the template are close to the Cβ region of Arg95 (Figure 5.8). In addition, side chain of
adjacent residue Arg94 takes the space on the right. These two factors force the side chain of Arg95
to go underneath the turn region of the H3 loop, which lifts the whole turn region up with respect to the
native conformation. With native polypeptide fragment from Lys31 to His35 grafted onto the template
structure, Arg95 including its side chain accepts the native conformation. In order to avoid such flaws
introduced by the surrounding loops in the templates, mini loop predictions could be applied to these
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surrounding loop regions in advance, if necessary. The second problem is the misprediction of intra-
loop hydrogen bonds at the early buildup stage. All top20 predictions share the same hydrogen bond
Arg94:H-Tyr102, while the native forms Arg94:H-Asp101:O. Tyr102 is the second residue from the stem
residue, and this hydrogen bond mismatch affects the sequential buildup stage drastically. The reason
is the quality of stem residues in the template structure is low, andAsp101 is spatially impossible to form
the native-like hydrogen bond with Arg94. This could be possibly addressed by adding more residues
to the loop for prediction.
a b
Figure 5.8: Case 2H9G_on_2R0K. (A) Comparison between the native and the final prediction
regarding the side chain of Arg95. Due to the close contact of surrounding environment, the side
chain of Arg95 lifts the turn region. (B) Mismatch of backbond hydrogen bond due to inaccurate
stem residue geometry. Native hydrogen bond is in green dots, while the alternative hydrogen
bond of the final prediction is in yellow.
Figure 5.9: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 2H9G_on_2R0K case.
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5.3 Revisiting the Second Antibody Modeling Assessment(AMA-
II) for H3 loops
5.3.1 Description of Test Set
Our group participated in the second antibody modeling assessment in 2013[3]. In the assessment,
eleven unpublished high-resolution X-ray Fab crystal structures were used as benchmark, of which
nine structures were provided by Janssen R&D and the other two were donated by Robyn Stanfield
Laboratory at The Scripps Research Institute. Seven groups reported their predictions in AMA-II. While
the predictions of the other five CDRs obtained backbone RMSDs mostly under 2.0Å, H3 loop yielded
the largest discrepancies(≈ 3.0) between the predictions and the native. Here, we exclude four cases
exposed to strong crystal packing interactions, yielding a test set of seven cases.This test set includes
antibodies from different mammals and is diverse in H3 loop length.
5.3.2 Results and Discussion
4 cases in the original AMA-II test set are excluded for having strong crystal packing interations, which
are excluded in test set 3. As described in Table 5.2, The average performance of new PLOP on test set
3 achieves average backbone RMSD of 1.52Å and average ∆E of 4.54 kcal/mol. Refinement round and
R-Iter100 round predict the final conformations in 4 out of 7 cases, which is less effective regarding their
performance on test set1and 2 (Figure 5.10). The reason is among all 7 cases, their hydrogen bond
systems are complicated, which makes generic hydrogen bond pattern algorithm difficult to produce
native-like hydrogen bond pattern as the input for the refinement round.
Original Iter100 Refine R-Iter100 Previous Final Prediction
PDB Template RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) RMSD (Å) ∆E (kcal/mol)
4KUZ 1EHL 1.74 1.78 2.02 2.13 2.40 2.02 8.35
4KQ4 1FL6 1.18 1.29 1.32 1.07 3.50 1.07 3.58
4MAU 1QFW 1.56 1.49 1.50 1.49 2.00 1.49 -11.31
4M7K 1A6U 1.59 1.91 1.47 1.63 4.00 1.91 6.25
4KMT 4DN3 1.18 1.30 1.69 1.17 2.50 1.17 6.11
4M61 1E6J 3.13 1.84 1.52 1.49 2.40 1.84 1.79
4KMT 4DN3 2.51 1.17 1.84 2.00 3.30 1.17 -1.14
Median 1.84 1.54 1.62 1.57 2.87 1.52 4.54
Mean 1.59 1.49 1.52 1.49 2.50 1.49 4.84
Table 5.2: Prediction Results of test set 3. All RMSDs in the table are backbone RMSDs (Å). For simplicity, only the energy
difference ∆E between the final prediction and the native structure is reported here. The mean and median of ∆E are caculated
with respect to the absolute value of ∆E, excluding 4MAU case.
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Figure 5.10: Backbone RMSD distributions of top20 predictions from four rounds, including all 7
cases in test set 3. (A) Original round. (B) Iter100 round. (C) Refinement round. (D) R-Iter100
round.
Case 4KQ4 4KQ4 case is a typical case that shows success of new PLOP in the context of inaccurate
template structure, and also reveals the important role played by stem residue geometry. In the pre-
dicted structure, beta-sheet forming between target H3 loop and its surrounding loop is well-maintained
(Figure 5.11). However, Ala33 backbone of the template structure is 1.08Å off from its native position,
making it hard to form Glu99:H-Ala33:O hydrogen bond, an energetically favorable hydrogen bond that
stabilizes the beta sheet. Consequently, Glu99 and Val100 shifts towards Ala33 to form the key hy-
drogen bond, with native intra-loop Val100:H-Ser103:O hydrogen bond breaking. Template inaccuracy
brought into homology modeling is inevitable, unless better templates are provided. However, as shown
in this case, PLOP is capable of fixing such problems if the stem residues stay in reasonable positions.
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a b
Figure 5.11: Case 4KQ4. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A) Rib-
bon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The comparison
between the native loop and the final prediction (purple), with backbone for residues involving in
hairpin structure. Native hydrogen bonds are shown in green dots, and those in the final prediction
are shown in yellow dots. Both structures reserve beta-sheet secondary structure.
Figure 5.12: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 4KQ4 case.
Case 4KUZPLOP fails to predict a native-like loop in 4KUZ case. Residues on the forward half-loop form
two backbone bonds, namely Tyr102:H-Asn99:O and Arg103:H-Asp100:O, pushing Gly101 towards its
surrounding residue Tyr33 (Figure 5.14). As a result, N atom of Gly101 is 2.39Å away from N atom in
Tyr33, and 2.07Å away from Cβ atom of Tyr33. Such close contacts are rejected if both atoms are inside
the loop region. However, tolerance is given when one atom is in the surrounding environment, as a
compensation for inaccurate homologous template. Unfortunately, this design leads to the formation of
a non-native hydrogen bond pattern in this case. Consequently, refinement and R-Iter100 rounds fail to
produce native-like predictions (Figure 13), due to the incorrect hydrogen bond pattern.
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a b
Figure 5.13: Case 4KUZ. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey for comparison. (A)
Ribbon presentations of the target loops in the native and the template(green). (B) The compari-
son between the native loop and the final prediction (purple). Native hydrogen bonds are shown
in green dots, and those in the final prediction are shown in yellow dots. In the region between
Asn99 and Arg103, convoluted hydrogen bonds are formed in the final prediction, along with an
energetically unfavorable N-N contact.
Figure 5.14: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 4KUZ case.
Case 4M61 Iter100 round produces the final prediction result for 4M61(Figure 5.16). The final prediction
preserves most of the native hydrogen bonds, although the stem residues in the template deviates from
the native position. It is questionable why refinement and R-Iter100 rounds could not do any better,
given such a native-like structure as input. This may well be a potential sampling problem in our current
algorithm, as indicated in Figure 5.15. The predictions given by each round are wedged in a specific




Figure 5.15: Case 4M61. In both panels, the native loop is shown in grey, and the final prediction
is shown in purple. (A) Backbone hydrogen bond comparison between the native and the predic-
tion. (B) Side view of the turn region. (C) All-atom representation of Arg102 andArg103 in the turn
region. The turn region of the prediction maintains the similar conformation as the native, while
the small motion has limited contribution to the all-atom energy, as side chains of both arginines
are pointing towards solution.
Figure 5.16: Energies and RMSDs of top20 predictions from four rounds in 4M61 case.
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5.4 Blinded Predictions on VEGF-binding H3 Loops
5.4.1 Introduction
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a member of the platelet-derived growth factor family, is a key
signal protein that regulates the physiological angiogenesis. VEGF is a homodimetic glycoprotein with a
molecular weight of approximately 45 kDa. The VEGF family consists of five members, namely VEGF-
A, placenta growth factor(PGF), VEGF-B, VEGF-C and VEGF-D. Among all, VEGF-A is the majority
and have multiple isoforms with different functionality, due to alternative exon splicing on its 8-exon-7-
intron gene. To be specific, the binding affinity to heparin and neuropilin highly depends on the alternative
slicing of exon 6 and 7, and exon 8 slicing site determines wheter the proteins are pro-angiogenic or anti-
angiogenic[92]. In addition to binding to tyrosine kinase receptors on the cell surface, it was reported that
VEGF binds to receptor complexes consisting of both neuropilins and tyrosine kinase receptors, which
increases its signaling activity in angiogenesis[89]. Recent studies showed VEGF plays an essential
role in the following physiological processes[36, 18, 77, 75]:
1. Embryonic angiogenesis: Lack of VEGF expression causes impeded body growth and immature
organ development in early postnatal life.
2. Skeletal growth and endochondral bone formation: When VEGF is inhibited by tyrosine kinase
receptors or monoclonal antibodies against VEGF, cancellous bone is ill-formed accompanying
the suppressed blood vessel formation.
3. Ovarian angiogenesis: VEGF mRNA expression was reported to be related with the proliferation
of blood vessels in the ovary, and VEGF inhibition delays follicular growth in rodents and primates.
Three homologous VEGF receptors, naely VEGF receptor-1 (Flt-1), VEGF receptor-2 (KDR) and VEGF
receptor-3 (Flt-4) are reported as regulators on the physiological effects of VEGF[96]. When binding to
VEGF, the VEGF receptors are induced to a dimer formation, and trigger phosphorylation and various
downstream signal transductions. Despite the fact that VEGF plays an essential role in regulating nor-
mal physiological angiogenesis, it has been reported as a major factor in the pathogenesis of diverse
diseases, if over-expressed[36]:
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Figure 5.17: The VEGF family and its receptors.3
1. VEGF-A was reported to be over-expressed after injury of the central nervous system, and the
overexpression relaxes over time[64], suggesting it could be used as target to assist angiogenesis
after such injury.
2. Up-regulation of VEGF-A and its shift to pro-angiogenic isoforms due to the micro-circulatory prob-
lems in the retina of people with diabetes results in vitreous hemorrhages, retinal detachment, and
blindness[39]. In addition, localization of VEGF was found in choroidal neovascular membranes
from age-related macular degeneration (AMD) patients[61], which often leads to blindness.
3. VEGF was implicated in the development of cerebral edema, which edema is unexpectedly ac-
cumulates in the intracellular or extracellular space of the brain. van Bruggen et al.[98] showed
VEGF inhibition reduces the volumne of the edematous tissue in a mouse model.
In addition, Dvorak et al. reported the VEGF mRNA is overexpressed in various solid tumors[33], and
Kim et al. showed antibodies to VEGF inhibit the growth of tumor cell lines in mice model[53]. There
are three major connections between VEGF and solid tumors:
1. Solid tumors have to trigger the angiogenic switch for their vasculature growth, in order to access
sufficient oxygen and nutrients. Abnormal growth region of solid tumors frequently become hy-
poxic, producing hypoxia-inducible factor. This factor stimulates the release of VEGF-A, which
acts as major regulator of tumor angiogenesis.
2. VEGF was reported to protect tumor vasculature from apoptosis by mediating the anti-apoptotic
factors and enzymes involved in degradation.
3Adapted with permission from Nature Medicine. Copyright(2003) Springer Nature
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3. Rak et al.[78] showed VEGF overexpression is related with the lack of tumor suppressor genes
and oncogene activation.
VEGF is inevitably an integral part of physiologic angiogenesis regulation, and VEGF-binding antibodies
are of particular interest in the context of tumor pathological angiogenesis inhibition. Bostrom et al.[14]
conducted mutagenesis studies on Herceptin, a therapeutic monoclonal antibody that binds the human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) simultaneously, and obtained a affinity-improved version of
bH1 (PDB 3BDY) which is bispecific monoclonal antibody to both HER2 and VEGF. In particular, they
showed by mutating bH1 in light chain CDRs, the periphery of the antigen binding site, the binding affinity
of the antibody to VEGF and HER2 could be tuned independently.
In 2019, the National Reserarch Council Canada held a blinded prediction challenge on H3 loops
of mutants of 3BDY. A repository of H3 germline-derived loop sequences ranging from seven to sixteen
residues in length were employed from the immunogenetics information system (IGMT). These germline-
derived loop sequences are more pliable and versatile compared to the available H3 loop sequences in
PDB, offering the large sequence diversity necessary for affinity optimization. Four H3 loopmutants were
selected as targets for the prediction challenge, of which the H3 loop sequences and binding affinities are
shown in Table 5.3. Eight groups were invited to participate, namely Biovia(BIO), Chemical Computing
Group(CCG), Schrodinger Inc. in conjunction with our lab(SCH), Jeff Gray’s group from Johns Hopkins
University(JHU), Daisuke Kuroda’s group from University of Tokyo(TOK), Paolo Marcatili’s group from
Technical University of Denmark(DTU), Jinfeng Zhang’s group from Florida State University(FSU), and
Charlotte Deane’s group from Oxford University(OXF). This challenge was confined to modeling the
Fv-antigen complex, with a particular focus on the 3D structures of the mutant H3 loops in the four
antibody-antigen complexes.
ID H3 loop length H3 loop sequence binding affinity (nM)
Wildetype 13 SRWGGDGFYAMDY 100
Mutant 1 12 ARGRKYSSSFDY 1100
Mutant 2 13 ARGGSFYYYYMDV 71
Mutant 3 14 AKLGIGYYYYGMDV 4700
Mutant 4 16 ARGGAVAGTGVYYFDY 8
Table 5.3: H3 loop sequences and binding affinities of four targeted mutants of PDB 3BDY. The
binding fiinity is measured by dissociation constant Kd in the unit of nM.
The prediction challenge comprised two stages. In stage 1, all groups were provided with the crystal
structure of the parent Fv-antigen complex 3BDY, and the goal was to predict structures of the four
Fv-antigen complexes with particular attention to the mutant H3 loops. In stage 2, crystal structure
coordinates for each of the four Fv-antigen complexes except the H3 loop regions were known. Evidently
stage 1 is a perfect homology modeling task with extra layer of difficulty due to the antigen presence,
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and thus is a legitimate task to evaluate the performance of PLOP in the context of homology modeling.
5.4.2 Results and Discussion
For each mutant, three templates were selected (Table 5.4) based on homologous template selection
protocol described in section 3.2.1, followed by independent loop predictions. Four rounds of predictions,
namely original round, Iter100 round, refinement round, R-Iter100 round were performed, and the lowest
energy structures among all four rounds were picked as the final predictions of the specific template.
If a consensus was achieved by final predictions from runs with different templates, three predicted
structures would be ranked according to their energies. Otherwise, 100 ns molecular dynamics would
be performed on those with large discrepancies, in order to rank the predictions correctly. Ab initio
prediction implementing PLOP refinement protocol contributed to the final results additionally. To end,
five predicted structures of eachmutant were submitted for the evaluation, of which the details is shown in
Table 5.5. In first three cases, predictions from PLOP were employed as the top1 predicted structures.
However, in mutant4 case, large discrepancy was observed between predictions based on different
homologous templates, and the top prediction from Ab initio run (template-free) implementing PLOP
refinement protocol was chosen as Rank1 structure in the final submission. An important observation
is, molecular dynamics did not improve the performance regarding the backbone RMSDs in all cases,
suggesting the naïve molecular dynamics might not be applicable in the homology modeling scenario
with imperfect conformation of the other binding molecule/fragment.
Target Template Template PDB Res (Å) Template average Bfac Stem residue score Sequence similarity score
Mutant 1 4XWO 2.75 44.988 0.283 0.500
5GZO 2.76 38.616 0.471 0.500
1JNH 2.85 47.385 0.218 0.400
Mutant 2 2FR4 1.95 39.695 0.388 0.545
1D6V 2.00 49.066 0.542 0.455
5U6A 1.74 23.444 0.132 0.364
Mutant 3 4FQI 1.71 20.488 0.588 0.667
1OTT 3.00 79.186 0.541 0.500
1KFA 2.80 33.131 0.123 0.333
Mutant 4 5E94 2.00 19.143 0.500 0.500
3V6F 2.52 65.445 0.205 0.429
4RBP 1.85 29.441 0.277 0.214
Table 5.4: Homologous template selections for four H3-mutant targets
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Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 Rank5
Target Method RMSD (Å) Method RMSD (Å) Method RMSD (Å) Method RMSD (Å) Method RMSD (Å)
Mutant1 4XWO+PLOP 2.27 Ab initio+refine 2.63 Ab initio 2.85 1JNH+PLOP 2.11 Method1+100ns MD 3.80
Mutant2 2FR4+PLOP 1.63 Ab initio 1.84 1D6V+PLOP 5.58 5U6A+PLOP 4.63 Method1+100ns MD 2.68
Mutant3 1OTT+PLOP 2.53 Ab initio 3.64 1KFA+PLOP 2.78 Ab initio_2 3.51 Method1+100ns MD 2.65
Mutant4 Ab initio+refine 4.24 5E94+PLOP 3.91 4RBP+PLOP 4.03 Method2+100ns MD 6.34 Ab initio+100ns MD 4.84
Table 5.5: Detailed explanation of each predicted structure in the final submission. RMSDs are
the backbone RMSDs between the predictions and the native. Ab initio_2: Second prediction
from Ab initio run was selected in mutant3 case, due to a large discrepancy between it and the
top prediction from the same run. PDB+PLOP: The structure was used as homologous template
with an complete PLOP protocol. +100ns MD: The predicted structure was relaxed with 100ns
molecular dynamics. +refine: TheAb initio method implemented the refinement protocol of PLOP.
Prime prediction Current PLOP prediction Ab initio prediction
Target Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank1 Rank2 Rank3
Mutant1 2.85 2.81 2.94 2.26 2.30 2.11 2.05 1.81 2.95
Mutant2 1.84 2.34 2.08 1.79 5.57 4.64 3.29 4.66 3.76
Mutant3 3.73 4.14 3.57 2.59 2.82 N/A 4.88 5.62 3.60
Mutant4 4.27 3.92 3.54 3.91 4.01 3.55 5.65 4.50 3.10
Mean 3.17 3.30 3.03 2.64 3.68 3.43 3.97 4.15 3.35
Table 5.6: Comparison between different versions of PLOP. Prime predictions utilize the PLOP
version in the programs BioLuminate and Prime in Schrodinger suite. Ab initio predictions imple-
ments the PLOP with template-free setting. All the RMSDs presented in the table are backbone
RMSDs.
to evaluate current PLOP reliability and improvement, we ran two mature versions of PLOP on all
four cases, of which the results are shown in Table 5.6. Systematic improvement of the current PLOP
compared to the other two, particularly in the top1 prediction is observed. Mutant2 results demonstrate
the diversity of final predictions is maintained by current PLOP due to the hierarchical clustering and
ranking algorithm, and PLOP is capable of reporting such diverse predictions in the correct order due
to the coupling of rotamer frequency score (RFS) and all-atom minimization algorithm. However, similar
to the other two PLOP versions, current PLOP failed to produce a high-resolution prediction in mutant4
case.
Figure 5.18 shows the performances of all groups in both stages. In particular, PLOP predictions ob-
tain 2nd in mutant1, 2nd in mutant2, 1st in mutant3 and 7th in mutant4 respectively. PLOP performance
is not improved when considering top 5 predicted structures as the evaluating targets, as PLOP is opti-
mized to report the best prediction. On average, PLOP achieves the best performance among all groups
in stage1 regarding to the top 1 (i.e. the lowest energy) prediction, shown in Figure 5.19. The difference
between performances of PLOP and Looper used by Biovia is 0.28Å regarding backbone RMSD, which
is an arguably significant improvement in the context of high-resolution homology modeling. Figure 5.20
presents the performance considering the contact predictions in the Fv-antigen binding site, showing
PLOP is capable of predicting such residue-based contacts in the homology modeling scenario. The
detailed prediction performance of Fv-antigen binding contacts is discussed on the case basis in the
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following section.
Figure 5.18: Backbone RMSDs of the H3 loop in stage 1 from all groups. These were computed
after superposition of the Fv framework backbone. When multiple asymmetric copies of the com-
plex in the crystal structure exist, the superposition is carried out on all copies and the lowest H3
loop RMSD is reported. RMSDs for Top 5 are the best RMSD among up to 5 submitted structures
per mutant.
Figure 5.19: Average backbone RMSD (Å) of top1 prediction in stage1 from all groups
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Figure 5.20: Performance of contact prediction in the H3-antigen binding site. fnat is the fraction
of crystal structure residue-residue contacts involving H3 recovered by the predicted model. I-
rms is the backbone RMSD deviation of the interface residues after superposition of the interface
residues defined as the 10Å proximity of H3 residues.
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Native Conformations of Four Mutants
Here, we first show the resolved crystal structures of 3BDY wildtype and its four mutants, before pre-
senting the final predictions produced by PLOP.
In the Fv-antigen binding site of 3BDY wildtype, two layers of interactions are formed (Figure 5.21):
1) The aromatic rings of Tyr33, Trp95 from the heavy chain and the side chain of Ile83 from antigen,
create a hydrophobic pocket to accommodate the aromatic ring of Tyr100A in the H3 loop. 2) Multiple
hydogen bonds are formed on the exterior of the core hydrophobic region, including Tyr33(H)-Hid86(V),
Gly99(H)-Gln89(V) and Tyr100A(H)-Gln89(V). The buried hydroxyl group of Tyr100A(H) side chain forms
an crucial hydrogen bond with backbone amino group of Hid86(V), which stablizes the hydrophobic re-
gion. As shown in the mesh representation, the binding site is dominated by hydrophobic contacts, which
contribute to almost 78% of the entire interface. Among all residues in the binding site, Tyr100A plays a
crucial role in the formation and stabilization of the hydrophobic region, where kinked loop conformation
surrounding Tyr100A anchors it in the energetic favorable position.
Figure 5.21: Binding site interactions between 3BDY wildtype and VEGF. In the binding interac-
tion subimage(upper), hydrogen bonds are shown in green dotted lines, and hydrophobic contacts
are shown in yellow dotted lines. In the mesh surface representation (lower), red, blue and grey
represents negatively charged, positively charged and hydrophobic regions respectively.
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Compared to the 3BDY wildtype, mutant1 substitutes Tyr100A with Ser100A in the kinked region,
while altering Asp98 to Tyr98. With one-residue insertion in N-terminus of the tip region, Tyr98(H) pro-
trudes towards Ile83(V) (Figure 5.22), yielding the similar hydrophobic contact in the wildtype. However,
continuous hydrophobic region is not formed around the aromatic ring of Tyr98, as this hydrophobic con-
tact is localized without any nearby hydrophobic side chains. In addition, hydroxyl groups in Gln89(V)
and Lys97(H) are trapped inside the hydrophobic pocket without forming any hydrogen bonds, as shown
in the mesh representation. Consequentially, the binding affinity between mutant1 and VEGF reduces
by 11-fold compared to 3BDY wildtype.
Figure 5.22: Binding site interactions between mutant1 and VEGF. In the binding interaction
subimage(upper), hydrogen bonds are shown in green dotted lines, and hydrophobic contacts
are shown in yellow dotted lines. In the mesh surface representation (lower), red, blue and grey
represents negatively charged, positively charged and hydrophobic regions respectively.
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The primary sequence of mutant2 largely differs from that of the wildtype, with four consecutive
tyrosines near the C-terminus of the H3 loop. As shown in Figure 5.23, these tyrosines protect the
kinked conformation by letting Tyr100 and Tyr100B form π-stacking contact. Consequentially, Tyr100A
takes the similar position as in the wildtype, forming a hydrogen bond with Hid86(V). Tyr33(H), Tyr99(H),
Tyr100A(H) and Ile83(V) jointly construct the hydrophobic region in the binding site. The binding affinity
of mutant2 to VEGF, slightly better than that of the wildtype, can then be rationalized as the result of
similar bi-level contacts.
Figure 5.23: Binding site interactions between mutant2 and VEGF. In the binding interaction
subimage(upper), hydrogen bonds are shown in green dotted lines, and hydrophobic contacts
are shown in yellow dotted lines. In the mesh surface representation (lower), red, blue and grey
represents negatively charged, positively charged and hydrophobic regions respectively.
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The primary sequence of mutant3 is similar with that of mutant2, with single point mutation from
Gly95 to Leu95, and a one-residue insertion Gly100C. However, the binding affinity of mutant3 to VEGF
is 66-fold weaker than that of mutant2, due to the absence of hydrophobic region in the binding site.
As shown in the mesh representation in Figure 5.25, discontinuity can be observed between antigen
and H3 loop. Instead of arranging the side chain around Ile83(V), Tyr100A forms intra-loop hydrophobic
contacts with Tyr33 and Leu95. The only close contact between antigen and H3 loop is one hydrogen
bond, namely Gly98:H-Gln89:HE22.
Figure 5.24: Binding site interactions between mutant3 and VEGF. In the binding interaction
subimage(upper), hydrogen bonds are shown in green dotted lines, and hydrophobic contacts
are shown in yellow dotted lines. In the mesh surface representation (lower), red, blue and grey
represents negatively charged, positively charged and hydrophobic regions respectively.
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Compared to 3BDY wildtype, mutant4 has four-residue insertion, yielding a loop turn region rich in
alanines and valines, which is extended into the solvent-exposed space. An embedded hairpin structure,
including three intraloop backbone hydrogen bonds is formed near the turn region, namely Val98:O-
Thr100A:H, Val98:H-Thr100A:O, and Gly98:O-Val100C:H. As no hydrophobic residue presents in the
turn region, this extended conformation with rich backbone hydrogen bonds is significantly energetically
favorable. The aromatic ring of Tyr100E forms π-stacking with that of Tyr49(L), with additional stability
provided by the side chain of Val100C. The extended turn region and the well-established intraloop
hydrophobic contacts enhance the overall stability of H3 loop in mutant4 without binding the antigen,
which reduces the entropy loss and energy barrier during the binding re-conformation. Regarding the Fv-
antigen binding site, similar to Tyr100A in the wildtype, Tyr100D possesses the hydrogen bondwith Hid86
and the hydrophobic contact with Ile83, yielding the continuous hydrophobic region. The experimental
binding affinity of mutant4 is 8nM, 12-fold stronger than that of the wildtype, bolsters the self-stability of
H3 loop region.
Figure 5.25: Binding site interactions between mutant4 and VEGF. In the binding interaction
subimage(upper), hydrogen bonds are shown in green dotted lines, and hydrophobic contacts
are shown in yellow dotted lines. In the mesh surface representation (lower), red, blue and grey
represents negatively charged, positively charged and hydrophobic regions respectively.
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Stage1 Performance of PLOP
Final predictions of four mutants are shown below. As there is no educated guess on the binding mode
change due to themutation of H3 loop, all predictions employ the conformation of antigen (VEGF) chain V
from 3BDY crystal structure. However, such implementation systematically decreases the performance.
Mutant1Three final predictions are produced by PLOPbased on different homologous templates, shown
in Figure 5.26c. AThe loop from VEGF chain V inaccurately protrudes towards H3 loop, which decreases
the prediction performance significantly. As shown in Figure 5.26b, CB-CG2 distance between Tyr98(H)
and Ile83(V) is 3.8Å in the final prediction employing 4XWO as homologous template, compared to
5.9Å in the native. The limited space in the binding site fails to accommodate the side chain of Tyr98,
result in its flipping conformation. Bifurcated hydrogen bonds, namely Lys97:O-His86:H and Lys97:O-
His86:HD1 form in the binding site, increasing the stability of the binding interface. The native kinked
region is reproduced, yielding the final prediction with 2.27Å.
a b
c
Figure 5.26: 3BDY mutant1 prediction. (a) and (b) present the binding site details in the native
conformation and 4XWO-template based final prediction respectively. The other parts of struc-
tures other than the binding site are superimposed. (c) shows the binding site comparison be-
tween native(grey), 4XWO(green), 1JNH(cyan) and 5GZO(pink) template based final predictions.
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Mutant2 Predictions of mutant2 demonstrates the importance of homologous template and the force
field used in the all-atom minimization. Based on the homologous template selection algorithm, the
H3 loops from 2FR4, 1D6V and 5U6A are chosen as the starting template, which produce divergent
predictions, shown in Figure 5.27c. The all-atom minimization assigns the prediction of 2FR4 the lowest
energy among three, which is consistent with the backbone RMSD ranking. Compared to the native,
the 2FR4-template based prediction reserves kinked regions on both ends. Regarding predictions of
binding site, different hydrophobic contacts are observed between prediction and the native. In mutant2
native conformation, Ile83(V), Tyr33, Tyr99 andTyr100Aconstruct the hydrophobic region connecting the
antigen and antibody H3 loop, with the aromatic ring of Tyr100A located in the middle. In the prediction,
the aromatic ring of Tyr100A is distant from Ile83(V) due to the erroneous position of the antigen epitope.
Instead, Ile83(V), Phe98, Tyr99 and Tyr100 form the connecting hydrophobic region.
a b
c
Figure 5.27: 3BDY mutant2 prediction. Hydrophobic contacts are depicted as yellow dotted line.
(a) and (b) present the binding site details in the native conformation and 2FR4-template based
final prediction respectively. The other parts of structures other than the binding site are superim-
posed. (c) shows the binding site comparison between native(grey), 2FR4(green), 1D6V(cyan)
and 5U6A(pink) template based final predictions.
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Mutant3 As discussed previously, mutant3 crystal structure lacks the connecting hydrophobic region,
which results in a very weak binding affinity to VEGF. Prediction based on 4FQI terminated during the
half-loop buildup stage, mostly due to the rotamer frequency score (RFS) rejection. 1OTT-based and
1KFA-based predictions differ from the native by 2.53Å and 2.78Å respectively. In mutant3 native
conformation, hydrogen bond between Gly98 and Gln89 is the most significant binding contact. In the
1OTT-based prediction however, this hydrogen bond is not reproduced. Instead, a stable pseudo-hairpin
structure is constructed inside H3 loop Figure 5.28c, without any notable binding contact. Regarding
the side chain conformation, a native-like hydrophobic region is formed, consisting of Tyr33, Leu95,
Tyr100A, Met100D and additional Leu97. Both backbone hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts




Figure 5.28: 3BDY mutant3 prediction. Hydrophobic contacts are depicted as yellow dotted line.
(a) and (b) present the binding site details in the native conformation and 1OTT-template based
final prediction respectively. The other parts of structures other than the binding site are super-
imposed. (c) reports the intraloop hydrogen bonds in the 1OTT-template based final prediction.
Hydrogen bonds are depicted as green dotted lines. (d) shows the binding site comparison be-
tween native(grey), 1OTT(green), and 1KFA(pink) template based final predictions.
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Mutant4 Mostly due to the small deviation of epitope between 3BDY wildtype and mutant4 crystal con-
formation, PLOP fails to produce native-like predictions on mutant4, of which both predictions have
roughly 4Å backbone RMSD compared to the native Figure 5.29c. Mutant4 native conformation has
similar bi-level binding contacts as 3BDY wildtype, with Tyr100A replaced by Tyr100D in the core posi-
tion Figure 5.29a. In 5E94-template based prediction however, binding site fails to accommodate the
side chain of Try100D, which reduces the binding affinity significantly. To compensate the increase of
overall energy, Val98 forms a backbone hydrogen bond with His86(V), triggering the massive backbone
displacement in the turn region.
a b
c
Figure 5.29: 3BDY mutant4 prediction. Hydrophobic contacts are depicted as yellow dotted
line. (a) and (b) present the binding site details in the native conformation and 5E94-template
based final prediction respectively. The other parts of structures other than the binding site are
superimposed. (c) shows the binding site comparison between native(grey), 5E94(green) and
4RBP(pink) template based final predictions.
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Stage2 Performance of PLOP
PLOP was not utilized as the primary method in the stage2 of H3 loop blinded challenge, as stage2
provides the entire crystal structure coordinates except the H3 loop, acting as a retrospective test. How-
ever, predictions of stage2 based on PLOP were still produced as sanity check. Since stage2 is similar
to the initial loop prediction test given most of crystal coordinates, only the first two rounds of predictions
in the PLOP protocol, namely Original round and Iter100 round were implemented.
Table 5.7 summarizes the PLOP performance in stage2. In mutant1 case, there is not significant
difference of PLOP performance between stage1 and stage2. However, rank5 prediction presents a
native-like conformation with 1.11Å backbone RMSD (Figure 5.31b). Both mutant2 and mutant4 pre-
dictions improve notably in stage2 compared to those in stage1, indicating the correct conformation of
the antigen binding fragment is crucial in predicting the H3 loop. As discussed above, H3 loop in mu-
tant3 does not form strong binding contacts with the antigen epitope. Thus, the correction of the antigen
epitope conformation has limited impact on the prediction of mutant3 H3 loop. Additionally, two clusters
of predicted conformations from Iter100 round could be identified in Figure 5.31f.
Original Iter100
Target Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 Rank5 Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 Rank5 Stage1
Mutant1 2.36 1.85 2.48 2.47 2.17 2.35 1.86 1.64 1.85 1.11 2.27
Mutant2 0.86 0.86 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.75 0.86 0.95 0.98 0.82 1.63
Mutant3 2.43 3.09 2.42 2.27 2.45 2.45 3.07 3.09 3.18 2.45 2.53
Mutant4 1.94 2.84 3.65 3.60 3.94 1.47 3.17 2.37 2.94 3.60 3.91
Mean top1 1.90 top5 1.73 top1 1.76 top5 1.44
Table 5.7: Top5 predictions of PLOP in stage2. All RMSDs refer to backbone RMSDs(Å). Stage1
column reports the backbone RMSDs of PLOP predictions in stage1. In the Mean row, top1 refers
to the average backbone RMSDs among rank1 predictions, and top 5 refers to the best RMSD
among 5 predictions.
Figure 5.30: stage2 average performance. All RMSDs listed in the plot are backbone RMSDs.
The results produced by groups in stage2 challenge are depicted in blue, and the results of PLOP






Figure 5.31: PLOP predictions in stage2. Predictions are colored based on their rankings: na-
tive(grey), rank1(green), rank2(pink), rank3(cyan), rank4(folly) and rank5(lime). (a) Top5 mutant1
predictions from Original round. (b) Top5 mutant1 predictions from from Iter100 round. (c) Top5
mutant2 predictions from Original round. (d) Top5 mutant2 predictions from from Iter100 round.
(e) Top5 mutant3 predictions from Original round. (f) Top5 mutant3 predictions from from Iter100
round. (g) Top5 mutant4 predictions from Original round. (f) Top5 mutant4 predictions from from
Iter100 round.
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Mutant1 In the Iter100 round of mutant1 predictions, PLOP successfully predicts a native-like confor-
mation with backbone RMSD of 1.11Å. Figure 5.32 provides a detailed view on the structural differences
between rank5 predicted conformation and the native. Other than the filp of Lys97 carbonyl group, the
predicted loop reproduces the native backbone and side chain conformation with great accuracy. How-
ever, the all-atom energy of it is 3.49 kCal/mol higher than the top1 predicted loop, of which the backbone
RMSD is 2.35Å.
To verify this is due to the energy error of all-atom force field, a reference run is performed, employing
the mutant1 crystal structure as the starting template. As described in 3.7, the reference run is designed
to obtain the all-atom energy of native conformation based on OPLS force field and PLOP environment.
However, As reported in Table 5.8, a non-native predicted structure is assigned rank1, of which the all-
atom energy is 1.73kCal/mol better than that of the native. As shown in Figure 5.33, the non-native top
predictions produced by reference run and Iter100 round in stage2 both prefer the convoluted intraloop
hydrogen bonds in the turn region, to the close hydrophobic contacts between Tyr98 and Ile83(V). This
could be an indicator of potential direction of force field improvement regarding the hydrophobic contacts.
Figure 5.32: Detailed comparison between rank5 predicted conformation(pink) and the na-
tive(grey) of mutant1 in stage2
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Table 5.8: Energy comparison among top predictions from both reference run and Iter100 round
of mutant1 in stage2. The all-atom energy of Rank3 prediction is employed as the native energy,
as this prediction is the native-like loop with lowest energy. All energy differences are calculated
according to this energy.
a b c
Figure 5.33: PLOP top1 predictions of mutant1 in stage2. Hydrophobic contacts are depicted as
yellow dotted line, and hydrogen bonds are shown in green. (a) Binding site of mutant1 crystal
structure. (b) Binding site of top1 PLOP prediction on mutant1 at stage2. (c) Binding site of top1
PLOP prediction in the reference run, employing mutant1 crystal structure as template.
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Mutant4 Mutant4 is the case that PLOP improves the most in stage2. Due to its four-residue insertion,
the possible conformational space of mutant4 is enormous, and all groups failed to reproduce native-
like conformation in neither stage1(Best: DTU-3.52Å) nor stage2(Best: SCH-2.77Å). PLOP failed in
mutant4 case in stage1 either, mostly due to the small deviation of epitope between 3BDY wildtype and
mutant4 crystal structure. In the context of stage2, such erroneous deviation is removed, and PLOP
succeeds to produce a conformation with a backbone RMSD of 1.47Å, demonstrating its capacity in
high-resolution loop prediction. As shown in Figure 5.34a, top1 prediction by PLOP reproduces both
backbone and side chain conformations except the tip region. In particular, the aromatic ring of Tyr100D
holds the exact native position, which is crucial to construct the hydrophobic region in the binding site.
Figure 5.34b and Figure 5.34c show the backbone hydrogen bonding information within the H3 loop in
the native and predicted conformations respectively. Gly96, Val98, Thr100A and Val100C forms hairpin
embedded secondary structure in the turn region, while Gly96, Ala97, Gly100, GLy100B and Val100C
construct a more convoluted backbone hydrogen bond system in the predicted conformation. The dis-
tinct backbone hydrogen bond topology supervises the extension direction of the turn region, which is
the major contributor to the backbone RMSD difference.
a
b c
Figure 5.34: PLOP top1 predictions of mutant4 in stage2. (a) Detailed comparison between
native(grey) and predicted(green) conformation. (b) Backbone hydrogen bond topology in the
native turn region. (c) Backbone hydrogen bond topology in the prediction turn region.
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5.5 Conclusions
The results discussed above demonstrate PLOP as a reliable homology modeling algorithm of yielding
loop predictions to atomic accuracy. PLOP has been evaluated on two retrospective test sets and one
blinded prediction challenge for its capacity to reproduce the antibody H3 loops, notorious for its vast
conformational diversity, in the context of homology modeling. In test set 1 consisting of twenty H3 loop
swap cases, the performance of PLOP is 0.25Å better than the earlier work in our lab regarding the
backbone RMSD. Test set 2, originally a blinded prediction test set, is taken from the second antibody
modeling assessment (AMA-II). PLOP outperforms the earlier work in our lab by 1.01Å, and out-stands
among all the models employed in AMA-II challenge. In the recent H3 loop challenge, PLOP ranks 1st
in stage1 regarding the average backbone RMSD, and demonstrates its capacity to reproduce H3 loop
in atomic accuracy once given the reasonable surrounding environment.
Various improvements and novel designs in energy model and algorithm contribute to the robust-
ness of PLOP. As energy models employed in the all-atom minimization, VSGB2.1 and OPLS3 consider
protonation state assignment and protein-specific physics-based correction terms sufficiently, validated
by a large set of super long loop predictions. Grid generation, diverse screening checks, hierarchical
clustering and novel loop scoring functions increase the efficiency and stability of PLOP significantly. In
particular, clustering loop candidates by backbone hydrogen bond pattern assists PLOP with selecting
loops for side chain addition and all-atom minimization. Furthermore, backbone hydrogen bond pattern
is proved to be crucial as guidance in the refinement predictions.
Although PLOP is proved as a robust model for H3 loop homology modeling, its performance de-
creases when considerable part of the binding site is inexact (e.g. mutant4 prediction in stage1). In
addition, occasionally different homologous templates could lead to completely disparate predictions,
where it is hard to nominate a final top prediction. In principle, such flaws in the starting template could
be fixed by adding more regions into the prediction target. However, the computational cost increases
significantly as a consequence. To address this challenge, several potential methods to further reduce
the computational cost are already underway, and are discussed in details in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 6
Progress in Improving PLOP
Performance Further
In this chapter, we will discuss two ongoing projects that PLOP could benefit from: 1) Development a
novel algorithm that samples the side chain conformational space more sufficiently, implementing the
GPU parallelization capacity (Collaboration with Evan Arthur); 2) Ultra-fast generation of feasible loop
conformations based on deep learning models (Collaboration with Benjamin Kepecs and Evan Arthur).
Based on current performance of GPU-based algorithm, PLOP could perform side chain addition and
all-atom minimization 30-fold faster than the current CPU version. The deep learning models on the
other hand, are capable of producing 12-residue loops with backbone RMSD of 3Å , free of multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) and homologous template, which could be utilized as the starting templates
for regular PLOP predictions.
6.1 GPU Implementation in Side Chain Addition Algorithm
6.1.1 Bottleneck of Current Algorithm in Homology Modeling
The current side chain addition and minimization algorithm is executed in linear fashion, as described
in section 3.5. By following the four prediction rounds in PLOP protocol, one could expect to have the
native-like (1̃.5Å) prediction within reasonable CPU time (2̃00h), given that the surrounding environment
is reliable. In the context of homology modeling however, occasionally the current algorithm fails to
achieve the convergence with tolerable computational cost, which may very well lead to unsatisfactory
performance.
As shown in Figure 6.1, one of the top50 prediction is randomly picked from 4KQ4, 4KUZ and 4M7K
cases, of which the backbones are employed in the algorithm convergence analysis regarding the side
chain initial randomization and iteration numbers. Here energy convergence refers to low energy vari-
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ance (< 4(kcal/mol)2) among different initial randomization, and higher iteration numbers no longer
yield better results. In 4M7K and 4KQ4 cases, all-atom energy converges in 1100 and 300 iterations
respectively. Although the native-like backbones usually converge much faster than others due to their
low energetic degeneracy (Figure 6.2), this observation suggests that standard PLOP protocol to this
point, which calls for 10-100 iterations, should be amended to have most the backbones achieve their
convergence in the homology modeling scenario. However, computational cost increases linearly with
increasing the iteration number and could be unaffordable once iteration number exceeds 500.
a b
Figure 6.1: Energies of PLOP side chain addition and minimization runs with 6 random seeds and
iteration numbers 150-1500. Each graph is generated based on a random-picked top50 prediction
backbone from Original round of each case. Scales are the same for both graphs. (a) 4KQ4 (b)
4M7K
a b
Figure 6.2: Energies of PLOP side chain addition and minimization runs with 6 random seeds
and iteration numbers 150-1600. (a) A random-picked backbone from 4KUZ Original round. (b)
Backbone of the top1 prediction from 4KUZ Original round.
6.1.2 GPU-based Side Chain Sampling Algorithm
Graphics processing unit (GPU) has been fundamental in today’s mainstream computing systems. Orig-
inally designed for computer graphics and image processing, GPUs have thousands parallel cores,
compared to multiple cores in CPUs, which facilitates algorithms that process large blocks of data in
parallel. Since early 2000, a research subfield that utilizes GPUs in machine learning, linear algebra
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and statistics and many other fields[7, 55, 13] has been spawned, also known as General Purpose GPU
computing[71]. Computational biophysics as a field that studies relations between structure and function
of biopolymers and their aggregates by theoretical and computational means, also take advantage of
the powerful GPU computational capacity. NAMD (NAnoscale Molecular Dynamics), first introduced by
Nelson et al.[68] in 1996 and later developed by Phillips et al.[76], is a free software package for molec-
ular dynamics simulation of biomolecular systems. With GPU implementation of calculating non-bonded
forces, NAMD achieves a 20-fold speedup compared to the original CPU version. Folding@Home, intro-
duced and developed by Vijay Panda at Stanford University[58, 11], is a distributed computing project for
disease research that simulates protein folding, computational drug design and other MD-related topics.
The GPU implemention of Folding@Home delivers large improvements in performance over state-of-art
CPUs, particularly by employing implicit solvent model and letting GPU handle the O(N2) pairwise force
calculation.
In PLOP side chain addition algorithm, an enormous amount of pairwise interactions are taken into
consideration, either between two neighboring side chains, or between side chain and its surrounding
backbone. Analogously, GPU computing may well be implemented to facilitate the side chain sampling.
As the loop convergence depends on all the side chains which are optimized iterative, parallelization is
not feasible. Thus, an efficient sampling algorithm is implemented by Arthur as the replacement, namely
acceptance-rejection method, which closely relates to Monte Carlo techniques and forms the basis of
Metropolis algorithm. Suppose the target is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (x) = P (X ≤ x)
of a random variable X that is hard to obtain. The basic idea of this method is to find an alternative
probability distribution G with density function g(x), where the ratio f(x)/g(x) is bounded by a constant
c > 0. It could be proved that based on acceptance-rejection method, one can generate X distributed
as F.
The algorithm of acceptance-rejection method could be described as follows:
1. Generate a sample y of random variable Y from distribution G.




accept y as a sample drawn from F ; Else, reject the value y and go back to step 1.
Let A = Y ≤ y, B = U ≤ f(Y )cg(Y ) , based on basic fact that P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)/P (B) where
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P (B|A) = P (U ≤ f(Y )
cg(Y ) |Y ≤ y)
=
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This demonstrates by following the acceptance-rejection method, we could reproduce the distribution
F, which is difficult to get analytically. In addition, E(N) = 1/p = c where N is the number of iteration
times it needs to successfully accept a value y.
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Figure 6.3 presents the GPU-accelerated side chain sampling protocol:
Representative loop backbone
Side chain randomized initialization




5 rounds 10 parallel iterations
Figure 6.3: Flow chart of GPU-accelerated side chain sampling algorithm
Figure 6.4: General performance comparison between current (Green) and GPU-based(Red)
side chain sampling algorithms. One thousand independent side chain protocol is performed with
both algorithms, generating one thousand data points respectively.
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For one loop backbone, 10 iterations of acceptance-rejection side chain sampling andGPU-accelerated
all-atom minimization are performed in parallel, and the backbone of the best energy loop is utilized for
the next round. After five rounds, a globally best energy loop is selected as the final prediction regard-
ing this loop backbone. By implementing this new side chain sampling algorithm, one could expect
the similar performance of the final prediction with 20-fold speedup in many cases, shown in Figure 6.4.
However, we observe the performance of the GPU-based side chain sampling algorithm somewhat could
be influenced by the employed energy functions and minimizers, and in some cases, it fails to achieve
convergence. Additional experiments to improve the stability and efficiency of the algorithm are already
underway.
6.2 Fast Backbone Screening
During our development of current side chain addition algorithm, we found the energies of predictions
based on the native-like backbones were distributed within a relatively narrow range, whereas the en-
ergies of the non-native loops have large fluctuation even with large iteration numbers, as shown in
Figure 6.5. Surprisingly, such qualitative difference between the energy distributions for these two loop
species were preserved even with one iteration (Figure 6.6). Thus, it might be a plausible method to elim-
inate candidate backbones that are not likely to be native-like loops before passing them to exhaustive
side chain addition.
a b





Figure 6.6: 1-Iteration comparison between (a)non-native and (b)native-like backbones in 4KUZ
case.
A concise fast backbone screening protocol is as follows:
1. PerformN = 1 iteration of side chain sampling algorithm and all-atomminimization on all backbone
candidates.
2. Reject last percentile of loops based on learnt criteria.
3. Repeat step 1 and 2 with incremental iteration number and augmented criteria, until only a desired
amount of loops remain.
Here we conducted one test, including 4M7K, 4KMTand 4KQ4 cases to show fast backbone screening is
promising. In particular, we took all candidate backbones from original round of predictions in 4M7K and
4KMT cases, and all candidate backbones fromRefinement round in 4KQ4 case as a control experiment.
For each backbone, a side chain sampling algorithm with only one iteration was performed. For the test
purpose, we created a simple criterion for the screening: Preserve 9 out of 10 most native-like candidate
backbones while rejecting backbones with energies 5 kcal/mol higher than the highest energy of those 9
native-like backbones. Figure 6.7 shows with one iteration and the screening criterion above, 88% and
77% of backbones in 4M7K and 4KMT Original rounds were rejected respectively. In 4KQ4 Refinement
round, none of the candidate backbones was rejected, as their conformations were quite native-like and
similar in the Refinement round. Therefor, experiment on 4KQ4 Refinement round could be viewed as
a successful negative control.
Undoubtedly, when the iteration number increases as the backbone screening protocol progresses,
more metrics could be potentially implemented as the screening criteria, including the energy variance
and percentile of the candidate backbone among iterations. Once the fast backbone screening protocol
is well-established, one could expect another 3 X speedup in the side chain sampling algorithm, making
PLOP tremendously robust in homology modeling (Table 6.1).
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Figure 6.7: Percent of candidate backbones rejected while preserving 9/10 of the most native-like
Computational Cost (h)
Loop prediction context Average # Backbone selected Current SCA+minimization GPU-based SCA+minimization Add-on fast backbone screening
Exact environment 200 50 2.50 0.87
Perturbed environment 500 125 6.25 2.08
Homology modeling w/high-quality template 1000 250 12.50 4.17
Challenging homology modeling(i.e. H3 loop) 2000 500 25 8.33
Loops in binding-site 10000 2500 125 41.67
Table 6.1: Computational Cost Estimation of loop predictions with different levels of difficulty. The
values for fast backbone screening is enthusiastically estimated based on current progress.
6.3 Deep Learning Implementation in Loop Prediction
6.3.1 Introduction
Due to the rapid development of computer hardware and machine learning theory, machine learning
based approaches have been increasingly implemented for recognizing protein folding. Support vector
machine (SVM) classifiers have been used in folding pattern classification, given a fixed folding pattern
list[28, 86]. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with a reduced state-space further reduced the computational
cost in protein fold classification[57]. Shen et al. proposed PFP-FunDSeqE approach with novel feature
extraction approach and fused two optimized evidence-theoretic K-nearest neighbor(OET-KNN) classi-
fiers, generating the final well-performing model in protein folding recognition with functional domain[87].
Heffernan et al. improved the performance in prediction protein physiochemical properties, by captur-
ing long-range interactions using Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks(BRNNs) with long short-term
memory (LSTM)[45]. Sun et al. reported accurate protein preotein interaction prediction based on
stacked autoencoder model[94]. In the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) 13
held in December 2018, Evans et al. from DeepMind introduced Alphafold, a co-evolution-dependent
model implementing various neural networks, which obtained the best performance in template-free
protein modeling category among all groups[80].
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Loop prediction, a subfield of protein folding concentrating on the most flexible regions, could ex-
ploit machine learning, particularly deep learning models. Although the machine learning based protein
folding models embody the loop regions, no satisfactory predictions have been produced regarding the
loops to the best of this author’s knowledge. In AlphaFold predictions, all the secondary structures were
predicted in great accuracy, leaving the loop regions inexact (Figure 6.8). Furthermore, most deep learn-
ing models for protein folding, including AlphaFold, highly depend on sufficient evolutionary information,
particularly the construction of multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of proteins homologous to the protein
of interest. It may well be the case that target protein has very few homologous solved proteins in the
database such as G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). In such circumstances, a smaller than desired
dataset would be used to train the deep learning models, leading to severe over-fitting problem.
Loop structures on the other hand, flexible and often exposed to the solvent, arguably depend more
on surrounding environment and less on evolutionary information, than the other parts of the proteins.
Particularly, we hope to exploit the entire protein database as the input of a deep learning model for loop
prediction with reasonable (∼3Å) backbone RMSD, which could be utilized as the starting templates for
PLOP.
a b c
Figure 6.8: Partial protein folding predictions by AlphaFold, with native in green and prediction in
blue. (a) PDB 6CVZ. (b) PDB 6D2V. (c) PDB 5W9F.
6.3.2 Methodology
Feature Space Selection
Protein residue-residue contact, a key problem to understand the folding process and predict protein 3D
structures has been studied for decades[27, 100, 95]. Contact map, a more reduced representation of a
protein structure than Cartesian coordinates, is often the target of such prediction due to its applicability
for machine learning methods. In a contact map, distance between target atoms or centers of mass
are categorized as binary, 1 if the distance closer than a predetermined threshold and 0 otherwise.
We employed distance map as structure-related part of the feature space, which records all the pairwise
distances and therefore more detailed than contact map (Figure 6.9). In loop prediction, all the distances
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related to the loop of interest are missing, creating an incomplete distance map. Predicting the loop 3D
structure is equivalent to reconstructing the missing part of the distance map, which is converted to a
well-studied subfield of image processing: inpainting problem[12, 23, 74].
Undoubtedly, distance map is not sufficient as the feature space, as it lacks information of amino acid
types. Complementarily, protein primary sequence fragment including the loop of interest was added to
the feature space.
a b
Figure 6.9: Comparison between contact map and distance map. (a) CA Contact map of PDB
5W9F. (b) CA distance map of 5W9F. Both maps are symmetric.
Model Selection
Ideally, onemodel with both CAdistancemap and primary sequence in its feature space is desired. How-
ever, such model has not been acquired, as the dimensions of these two feature vectors are completely
different. Alternatively, two separated deep learningmodels, namely convolutional neural network (CNN)
and recurrent neural network (RNN), were selected and modified for CA distance map and primary se-
quence respectively. In particular, dilation technique was employed in CNN, and seq2seq+attention with
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) was the RNN implemented. Details and performances of both models are
discussed in the following sections.
Output Selection
CA distance map was chosen as the output of both models, as it is possible to reconstruct the 3D
coordinates of a CA chain from CA distance map, based on Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS).
Model Evaluation
Cross-validation was implemented to evaluate model quality.
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Data Set Preparation
21826 protein crystal structures were selected using PISCES web server[99]
(http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/PISCES.php) based on following criteria:
1. Pairwise percentage identity ≤ 95%
2. Resolution ≤ 2.5
3. R-value ≤ 0.25
Loops of which 30 residues on both ends are incomplete were excluded, yielding a data set of 38000
loops with length ranging from 6 to 18.
Figure 6.10 presents the protocol of loop predictions based on two implemented models respectively.
Loop-surrounding CA distance map
CNN+dilation rate













Figure 6.10: Flow chart of loop prediction using deep learning models. Left: CNN with CA dis-
tance map as feature space; Right: RNN with primary sequence as feature space.
6.3.3 Predictions Implementing Convolutional Neural Network
The methods that address inpainting problem fall into two groups. The first group concentrates on
extending textures from surrounding regions to the missing region of interest, in a coarse to fine man-
ner[104, 107, 8, 31]. The second group assumes the regions sharing similar surrounding context tend
to be alike[44], leveraging large database. In the context of loop prediction with CA distance map as
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feature space, both assumptions are valid: 1) Loop regions are structural related with surrounding sec-
ondary structures; 2) The number of solved protein structures increases rapidly over years, from 12,132
in 2000 to 144,475 in 2019, yielding a feasible data set for deep learning models. Additionally, distance
map could be viewed as pixel images, with pairwise distance analogous to RGB color values Figure 6.11.
Therefore, borrowing well-established models and techniques from inpainting problem to loop prediction
is rational.
One apparent caveat is that modifications are necessary due to the differences in nature between
two problems. First, it is not necessary to predict the entire missing cross region in the distance map.
Geometrically, three reference distances are needed to determine the coordinates of the target point
analytically, and more reference distances are required for empirically reconstructing 3D structure by
MDS. However, the performance of MDS is significantly reduced when fed with excessive distances,
especially those with large errors. Thus it is practical to exclude the distances between most distant
residue pairs in primary sequence from the predicting list, as they are usually hard to predict. Second,
a large group of loops have long-range interactions that would be exhibited in their distance maps. For
example, a 12-residue loop with an embedding hairpin structure would have ith − (12 − i)th pairwise
distances in the range of [3Å, 5Å]. Such long-range relations are seldom encountered in inpainting
problems, but should be considered carefully in the context of loop prediction.
Figure 6.12 presents the formats of input and output in the final CNN model. Note the input and
output sizes, namely 60 × 60 and 20 × 20 were invariant for loops with lengths ranging from 6 residues
to 18 residues. To address the second issue mentioned above, dilation rate[106] was implemented in




Figure 6.11: Analogy between inpainting problem and distance map based loop prediction. a)
and b) present an example of the input and output in inpainting. c) and d) present the input and
output of a loop prediction case with a 20-residue target.
a b
Figure 6.12: Reconstruction of loop prediction problem with CA distance map as both input and
output. (a) Input consists of four red dotted squares, referring to the pairwise distances of 30
surrounding residues on both ends of the target loop. (b) Output is central 20 by 20 square
including the target loop.
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Figure 6.13: The network architecture for distance map based loop prediction
The network architecture is shown in Figure 6.13. The detailed description of the model is as follows:
1. Loss: L2
2. Activation layer type: Relu
3. Kernel size: 3 × 3
4. Optimizer: Adam[54]
5. Dilation rate: [1, 5]
6. Dropout rate before fully-connected layer: 0.3
Figure 6.14 compares the training process and performance of both ordinary CNN and DCNN, both
implementing the same network architecture. Training and test sets include 28,500 and 9,500 loops
respectively, of which lengths range from 6 to 18 residues. Clearly, DCNN with dilation rate ranging from
1 to 5 achieved convergence after 75 epoch iterations, while CNN had difficulty in converging within
200 epoch iterations, equivalent to 3.3 GPU hours. However, the final RMSE given by DCNN is 4.81Å




Figure 6.14: Training process and performance of (a) convolutional neural network and (b) dilated
convolutional neural network. One epoch refers to processing the entire dataset one time.
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6.3.4 Predictions Implementing Seq2seq Model with Attention
Unlike the traditional machine translation that predicts phrase segments separately, neural machine
translation seeks an entire output translation from the input sentence by a single neural network, and
has revolutionized the machine translation industry since the 2013[50, 20]. Among all proposed neural
machine learning models, a large portion of them implement encoder-decoder family. In particular, a
encoder neural network encodes the input into a vector, and a decoder neural network outputs the
translation based on the encoded vector (Figure 6.15). Particularly, the hidden states and final outputs
are calculated as follows: Encoder:
ht = f(W (hh)ht−1 +W (hx)xt)
Decoder:
ht = f(W (hh)ht−1)
yt = softmax(W (S)ht),
where W’s are various weight matrices learnt during the training process. The target of model is to
minimize the cross entropy for the distributions ypredict and yreal:






where i is the output word index. n is the total number of output words. M refers to number of word
categories.
In the context of loop prediction, we attempted to predict the native-like CA distance map based
on a RNN encoder-decoder model with loop-included primary sequence segment as input. In other
words, we desired to establish a stable translation relation between protein primary sequence and its
corresponding CA distance map (Figure 6.16). Two major modifications to the model were made. First,
the output distances, originally continuous values, were discretized into 0.05Å bins. Second, long range
interactions between residues were considered carefully by implementing gated recurrent unit (GRU)
and attention.
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Figure 6.15: Generic encoder-decoder architecture. Blue and red circles refer to RNN units in
the encoder and decoder respectively. h and h’ are hidden states.
Figure 6.16: Illustration of translation between primary sequence and CA distance map in PDB
1A8D case. The 28-residue input primary sequence contains the loop of interest that is shown in
red. The CA distance output is linearized as red arrow lines.
Gated recurrent unit First introduced by Cho et al.[20] as a simplified version of long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM), GRU capture long distance dependencies by managing memories (i.e. hidden states).
Compared to the standard recurrent unit, GRU first computes two gates:
1. Update gate: zt = σ(W (z)xt + U (z)ht−1 + bz)
2. Reset gate: rt = σ(W (r)xt + U (r)ht−1 + br)
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New memory content h̃t is calculated as:
h̃t = tanh(W (h̃)xt + U (h̃)rt ◦ ht−1),
and the final output hidden state ht is:
ht = zt ◦ ht−1 + (1 − zt) ◦ h̃t
In equations above, xt is the input vector. b is the bias vector. W and U are weight matrices regarding
the input vector and hidden state respectively. ◦ refers to Hadamard product. When reset gate rt is
close to 0, the new memory content only stores the information obtained from xt. The final memory
ht at time step t is regulated by update gate zt, as the combination of new memory content h̃t and the
previous memory ht−1.
Attention The implementation of attention in the neural machine translation field was introduced by
Bahdanau et al.[6]. The main idea of attention is to utilize all hidden states in the encoder to compute
the output hidden states in the decoder based on their importance (i.e. affinity score). The affinity score
α(hi, h′t−1) between encoder hidden state hi and previous decoder hidden state h′t−1 is
α(hi, h′t−1) = h>i Wmh′t−1
After calculating all affinity scores regarding h′t−1, a context vector c is the weighted average of encoder
hidden states regarding their affinity scores:





The decoder hidden state h′t is then computed:
ht = f(WDim(2h)[h′t−1; c]),
where the notation [h′t−1; c] refers to the concatenation of vectors h′t−1 and c.
Figure 6.17 shows the adopted architecture for loop prediction. Note the previous prediction distri-
bution was also employed as input in generating the current hidden state in the decoder. Two models
were trained for 8-residue and 12-residue loops respectively, and the results are shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.17: Adopted seq2seq network architecture for loop prediction. For simplicity, the graph
only shows the implementation of context vector in computing hidden state h′2
Target Data size test RMSE (Å) Var (Å2)
8-res 5395 1.53 0.55
12-res 2471 2.28 0.25
Table 6.2: Performance of the seq2seq+attention model in predicting 8-residue and 12-residue
loops. RMSEs refer to those of output CAdistancemap. Variance refers to that of cross-validation.
To compare the performance of seq2seq+attention model with that of PLOP, 12-residue loops from
test set 1 were excluded from training, test and validation sets. Based on their predicted CA distance
maps, 3D CA coordinates were reconstructed by MDS, followed by performing PULCHRA[82] to add
other backbone atoms. Shown in Figure 6.18, the average backbone RMSD predicted by seq2seq+at-
tention model on test set 1 is 3.86Å, which is not satisfactory compared to 0.72Å average backbone
RMSD produced by PLOP. However, considering seq2seq model and following 3D reconstruction only
needs 1s for each prediction, versus 800CPUhours (200CPUhours per round) of PLOP, these predicted
structures are potentially useful as the starting templates for PLOP, which could reduce the computa-







Figure 6.18: 3D loop conformations of test set 1 predicted by seq2seq+attention model. Native
conformations are shown in grey, and the predictions are in green.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
DCNN model predicted the loop CA distance maps of 9,500 loops with lengths ranging from 6 to 18,
of which the average RMSE is 4.81Å. Two seq2seq+attention models were trained for 8-residue and
12-residue loops separately, yielding CA distance map predictions with 1.53Å and 2.28Å average
RMSE respectively. Clearly both models are not capable of predicting high-resolution loop conforma-
tions compared with PLOP. However, it is legitimate that PLOP could employ conformations predicted
by such models as homologous templates to reduce the computational cost, which will be notably useful
in the cases that lack homologous templates of high quality. In addition, instead of predicted 3D loop
conformations, pairwise distances learnt from the models could be applied as constraints in the half-loop
buildup and closure screening stage. Consequently, the accuracy loss due to MDS 3D reconstruction will
be removed. Both approaches of connecting both deep learning models with PLOP are underway and
will be presented in the near future. Regarding the improvements of both models, several approaches
might be potentially applicable:
DCNN:
1. Loop canonical span mode clustering. How a loop spans highly depends on the primary sequence
distance and euclidean distance between its two ends. For instance, a 12-residue loop very likely
spans in a linear fashion if the euclidean distance between its two ends is larger than 30Å, while
hairpin structure or other convoluted turn region structures might form when its end-to-end distance
is less than 10Å. The current DCNN model is trained based on all loops with various span models,
which reduces its specificity. To address this issue, a hidden Markov model could be trained to
classify the specific span mode of the target loop, and passes the loop to the span-specific DCNN.
Another alternative is to add hidden state indicating the canonical span mode in the network archi-
tecture of DCNN. One obvious caveat here is that we need to limit the amount of canonical span
modes to prevent over-fitting problem.
2. Implementation of encoder-decoder CNN architecture. Ye et al.[105] showed theoretically that
encoder-decoder CNN is cheaper than the normal CNN. It is plausible to reduce the computational
cost by implementing the encoder-decoder CNN architecture, particularly when multiple DCNNs
need to be trained due to certain loop classification approach.
Seq2seq+attention:
1. Increasing dictionary capacity of protein primary sequence. Different from an actual language
consisting thousands of words, the protein primary sequence only has twenty common amino
acids. A possible solution is to use segments of three consecutive amino acids instead of single
amino acids as the input ’words’, which increases the dictionary size from 20 to 8,000, a reasonable
size of a natural language. Notably, this approach only increases the dictionary size, while leaving
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the length of ’words’ unaltered.
2. Modification of cross-entropy loss. In the context of machine translation, although word embedding
for similarity has been studied[52], there is still no optimal way to arrange words in the dictionary
based on their similarity to the best of our knowledge. Moreover, while machine translation re-
quires word-wise translation as accurate as possible, certain tolerance should be given regarding
predicting distances. For instance, suppose the actual distance between two CA atoms is 10.82Å,
and the distances are discretized into bins of 0.05Å. If the model predicts the distance between
these two CA atoms as 10.77Åwith 100% probability, then the cross-entropy loss of the distance
is positive infinite. However, 0.05Å deviation in the conformation is negligible considering the ex-
perimental resolution of protein crystals. Thus it is rational to allow such predictions obtain small
cross-entropy. One obvious approach is to expand distance bins, but the prediction accuracy will
reduce simultaneously. As an alternative, we could replace the true distance distribution, a delta
function, with certain feasible distributions such as normal distribution. Consequently, predicted
distances with distributions highly overlapping with the true distance distribution will gain signifi-
cantly smaller cross-entropy than the previous situation.
As localized on the loop and its surrounding region, both models disregard the protein fragments that
are distant in primary sequence but close in euclidean distance to the target loop. Although loop is
often solvent exposed and keeps a considerable distance to other parts of the protein, lack of such
consideration may well lead to prediction inaccuracy.
The subsequent goal is to implement both models jointly for loop prediction, as they utilize indepen-
dent part of the feature space. This problem is known as hierarchical deep learning. Another possible
approach is to merge the models into one so that it utilizes primary sequence and distance map as
input simultaneously, which requires proper feature fusion method. Although hierarchical deep learn-
ing and feature fusion have been studied[83, 109] in image recognition field, no generic approach has
been reported yet to the best of our knowledge. As regards loop prediction, primary sequence and dis-
tance map have different dimensions and physical meanings as feature vectors, adding extra difficulty
to realize both approaches.
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